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1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction 

Until the recent downturn in the regional economy, the Lubbock metropolitan 
area had experienced sustained and respectable economic growth over the last 
several decades. Much of this growth, however, has served to drain rather than 
reinforce the vitality of the downtown area. Certain negative signs of change 
began to surface, and downtown has lost ground as the commercial heart of the 
region as suburban competition captured an increasing share of employment, 
housing and retail activity. This has been aggravated to some extent by a 
deterioration of the housing stock in the Overton area, the area that borders 
downtown. . ,, -

Downtown Lubbock, nevertheless, remains the focus of the region's identity. It 
contains substantial public and private investment in the form of buildings, 
utilities, and streets, and it continues to receive some public and private 
capital. To allow Downtown Lubbock to lose its dominant role would merely 
contribute to the waste of millions of dollars of public and private investment 
made over time. Implementation of methods to assure the continued 
maintenance and revitalization of downtown continues to be a critical issue 
facing the community. 

Recognizing these trends, the City Council appointed a Central Business District 
(CBD) Steering Committee in 1987 to oversee the development of a 
revitalization plan for downtown and the Overton area (a combined area referred 
to in this report as Intown). In March 1988, the Dallas office of RTKL 
Associates, Inc. was commissioned to lead a planning team to prepare this 
revitalization plan. The planning process was guided by three fundamental 
objectives. 

1. To create a long range development plan and implementation strategies 
that would provide the general policies and guidelines for both public and 
private sector involvement in the revitalization of the downtown area. 

2. To initiate an ongoing process of public-private sector collaboration 
within the community that would create a positive climate for 
improvement of downtown and the Overton area. 

3. To identify early action projects that can be implemented in the near 
term and to identify .strategies for the use of the Tax Increment Financing 
District funds that would be seen by the general community as a 
statement of renewed confidence and commitment to downtown. 

RTKL Associates formed a planning team with three other professional 
consulting firms to prepare the Revitalization Plan in conjunction with the 
Planning Department of the City of Lubbock. The planning team is composed of: 

RTKL Associates Inc. 
Planning, urban design and team management. 

HSM/Grubt>-Ellis Advisors. Inc. 
Market overview analysis and implementation strategies 
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David Berins & Associates 
Hotel market analysis 

Hugo Reed & Associates 
Local liaison 

Barton-Aschman 
Traffic analysis 

Public Participation 

An ambitious redevelopment plan will not succeed without leadership from local 
business and neighborhood groups who can provide direction, and broad-based 
political support. Recognizing this, community input into the planning process 
was accomplished by the following: 

1. An extensive personal interview program with public, business and civic 
leaders, downtown businessmen and property owners by the RTKL team. 

2. Workshop presentations with technical staff from city departments. 

3. Workshop presentations to the CBD Steering Committee at the conclusion 
of each step of the Planning process. 

The overall planning process was composed of five sequential steps: 

Step 1: Reconnaissance (Site Analysis and Market Overview) 
Step 2: Identification of Goals and Objectives 
Step 3: Identification of Potential Development Opportunities 
Step 4: Plan Evaluation and Implementation Strategies 
Step 5: Final Plan Documentation 

Strategic Goals & Objectives 

Redevelopment in the intown area will not occur as a function of growth, the 
way development typically occurs in the suburbs. Rather, it will be a function of 
developing the appropriate strategies to derive demand, and then successfully 
implementing those plans and strategies. Implementation will depend upon the 
development of a consensus among various businesses, land owners and the city's 
professional staff. Once that consensus is reached, these groups must offer their 
full support to a strong managing and marketing group to oversee the 
implementation of the plan. 

The overall intent of the plan is to create an environment that will distinguish 
the downtown as the heart of the community, and the center of activity for the 
people of Lubbock and the region. It should be a place where young and old live, 
work, shop, learn, play, and congregate. The other specific objectives of the 
plan can be summarized as follows: 

1. The creation of a single downtown development entity able to coordinate 
both public and private improvements, incorporating a strong management 
structure with a full-time staff providing leadership through active 
merchants and business associations. 
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2. The creation of a strategic development framework centered on Broadway 
Street made up of those fixed elements like streets and freeways, parks 
and open space systems, that do not change much over time. Broadway 
must become the major development spine providing the armature for new 
development opportunities, and must be utilized to create stronger links 
with the Texas Tech campus. 

3. Tighter redefinition of the Downtown Core in order to intensify the 
allowable downtown uses into a single active urban core with a wider 
variety of mixed land uses and good regional access. 

4. Revisions to the T.I.F. District boundary so that the fund can capitalize 
on new development generated by the proposed 1-27 freeway construction. 

Redevelopment Opportunities 

The Development Plan builds upon downtown's strengths while attempting to 
remedy problems which threaten its continued vitality. The plan envisions the 
Downtown Core as a pedestrian friendly district that includes a distinctive new 
mixed-use hotel/office/retail center, a revitalized retail shopping district along 
13th Street, Trolley Square as a focus for redevelopment, and new generations of 
offices along Broadway between the Government Center and Avenue Q. In a 
refinement of these strategies, the planning team identified several development 
opportunities that would become the basis for a Downtown Development Plan. 

1. Campus Town - a retail center at Broadway and University that supports 
the Tech population and adjacent neighborhoods. 

2. Overton Housing - private sector housing for students and faculty in 
North and South Overton. A non-profit land bank could be established 
through the downtown development entity to accept foreclosed or tax 
delinquent properties to aid in the land assembly. 

3. Overton Park - a north/south park system that organizes the Overton 
neighborhood into smaller, more manageable planning units while creating 
public open space. 

4. Church Campuses - existing churches should expand programs to include 
day care, educational classes, retirement housing, etc., helping to 
stabilize the Overton Area. 

5. International Cultural Center - the plan should support the center by 
encouraging shared parking and creating a "front door" presence on 
Broadway. 
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6. Multi-Use Arena - a 15-17,000 seat arena in northeast Overton for Tech 
basketball, concerts, and convention center overflow. 

7. Mixed Use District - at Avenue Q and Broadway (within walking distance 
of the Convention Center) that includes at least three different uses: a 
major office user, future convention hotel site, and support retail. 

8. Trolley Square - a major public square at Broadway and H Street that 
serves as a trolley turnaround, downtown transit center and gateway to 
downtown from the I.H. 27 off-ramp. 

9. Farmers/City Market - located adjacent to Trolley Square, this project 
includes open air sheds for the Farmers Market vendors, and an enclosed 
air conditioned facility for the sale of meats, cheeses and other produce. 

10. Broadway Reinforcement - Broadway is emphasized as the major 
organizing spine for the Intown area with special lighting, landscaping and 
paving programs, as well as the trolley link. 

11. 13th Street Retail District - existing and future retail is clustered along a 
three block section of 13th Street that has widened sidewalks, special 
landscaping, two lanes of traffic and head-in parking. 

The Redevelopment Plan is an ambitious but achievable plan. It is closely tied to 
the realities of economic feasibility. It provides an agenda for both immediate 
and early action development opportunities. It will require further effort, 
commitment and initiative by the community if it is to be implemented 
successfully. Its ultimate product will contribute positively to the economic 
well-being of the community, as well as rekindle a sense of civic pride and 
investor confidence in the Intown area. 
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INTOWN LUBBOCK TODAY 

Urban Design Analysis 

Intown Lubbock is located off to one side of the center of population in the 
northeast quadrant of the metropolitan region. However, its regional 
accessibility is enhanced by an excellent roadway network, and the existing 
Intown infrastructure is well suited to future real estate development. The 
Intown area comprises over 1000 acres of land containing a wide variety of 
commercial, business and residential land uses, a working population of 
approximately 16,000 people, and a resident population of approximately 2000 
people. It is located adjacent to the Texas Tech University campus which has a 
student enrollment of over 24,000. 

Bounded by 4th Street on the north, 1-27 on the east, 19th Street on the south, 
and University on the west, it is divided almost equally into four sections by 
Broadway Street running east to west, and by Avenue Q running north and south. 
The predominant land uses to the east of Avenue Q are commercial, including 
the traditional CBD land uses, while to the west the predominant land uses are 
residential. 
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Broadway has developed as Lubbock's traditional "Main Street", physically 
linking the downtown core to the Texas Tech campus located a mile to the west. 
Avenue Q serves as a major entry point into the Intown area for approach traffic 
coming from both the residential neighborhoods located to the south and west, 
and the airport traffic from the north. It carries the greatest volumes of traffic 
through the area and, as a consequence, has evolved into a commercial strip 
corridor with a range of automobile related commercial uses (drive-in banks, 
fast food, auto repairs, motels and hotels) that is unlike the older established 
business uses along Broadway (banks, professional offices, and government 
agencies to the east of Avenue Q, and older mansions converted into business and 
commercial uses to the west). 

To better understand the dynamics of such a large study area it can be defined as 
four smaller, yet interrelated districts as follows: 

1. The Downtown Core located within a three city block zone along 
Broadway between Avenue H and Avenue Q has remained as the region's 
financial and governmental center, with most of the banks, professional 
offices and city, regional, and federal government agencies. 

2. The Civic Center Area is somewhat isolated from the rest of downtown 
core by large areas of surface parking and major thoroughfares. It 
contains convention center facilities, the municipal library, and a 
performing arts auditorium, and is bordered by the three existing 
downtown hotels. 

3. Overton North is one of those duplex and multi-family areas going 
through a churning process that produced urban blight. It is becoming a 
high crime area desperately in need of stabilizing redevelopment. 

4. Overton South has a higher number of owner-occupied single family 
homes, with a stable neighborhood located at 16th, 17th and 18th Streets. 
However, commercial encroachment from major thoroughfares such as 
Broadway, University and 19th Street is beginning to impact this area in a 
negative way, with the intrusion of surface parking lots from commercial 
properties. 

The urban form of downtown Lubbock is noticeable for two distinct features; the 
width of its streets — particularly Broadway, Texas and Avenue Q — and the 
continuity of its street grid. Even though the street grid is interrupted by the 
Santa Fe rail line running diagonally along the east side of downtown, most of 
the core area streets run on uninterrupted into the residential areas that frame 
downtown. This, together with loosely defined CBD zoning has allowed the 
typical downtown uses to sprawl, making it hard to identify an active urban 
core. 
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The result of this is a loss of continuous streetwall buildings and a corresponding 
loss in street level activity, storefronts, color, and texture in much of the 
downtown core. The few downtown activity generators — such as the 
Convention Center, banks, government offices and restaurants — are too 
dispersed to be linked by comfortable walking distances, and a comfortable 
walking experience has been further impacted by the intrusion of surface parking 
and random building setbacks, and the lack of spatial containment, street-wall 
continuity, and a pleasant pedestrian scale. 

There are no outdoor urban spaces where it would be comfortable to have a 
brown bag lunch or just sit and watch people, with the courthouse square and 
pocket park adjacent to the American State Bank the only memorable 
exceptions. The few other public plazas or park spaces are unwieldy, left-over 
windswept spaces lacking clear definition and function such as the landscaped 
areas around the Civic Center. 

With the evolution of new development areas in the outlying areas and the 
departure of several tenants, many of the older retail properties in the Intown 
area have deteriorated or have been abandoned. While some of these buildings 
have been rehabilitated and converted into new uses in recent years — most 
noticeably into law offices — the poor condition of the other buildings imparts a 
distressed appearance to the Intown area. 

Several buildings of historic and architectural merit remain scattered throughout 
downtown - the Pioneer Hotel, the Depot restaurant, several County buildings, 
the Lindsey, Kress Building, etc. - but are too dispersed to be incorporated into 
any type of historic district. Nevertheless, these structures should be preserved 
and protected as reminders of the history and growth of the community. 

Of the total 1000 acres in the Intown area approximately one quarter to one 
third of the land is either vacant or under-utilized and candidates for 
redevelopment. 
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Area Dynamics 

Although Lubbock is well into the suburbanization cycle, it has not progressed to 
the point of deterioration found in other Texas cities. In Lubbock's case, 
suburbanization began in the late 1950's and early 1960's with the advent of retail 
development outside the Intown area. Over time, office space development 
followed the lead of peripheral retail development. Lubbock's suburbanization 
was accelerated by the development of a comprehensive road system, which 
provides easy access from the Intown area to the outlying areas. 

Those cities that have suffered the most severe deterioration have lost their 
major financial institutions to the outlying areas. Those tenants who are part of 
the extensive network of relationships that accompany a financial institution, 
such as law firms, are often compelled to follow the institution to its new 
building, creating even more vacancy in downtown. Therefore, the institutions 
whose location is most critical to the health of downtown Lubbock are the 
financial institutions. With their large investments in their facilities, and their 
web of relationships, they serve as retention agents for downtown. Even though 
there is a weak office market downtown all the major banks and financial 
institutions that serve the Lubbock region are still located downtown. 

Overall, the market evaluation indicates that while Downtown Lubbock is losing 
some ground, it is still the largest and most diverse employment center in the 
region with a daytime population of approximately 15,000 people, and is still 
recognized as the center of financial, government, and legal services for the 
entire region. 

The weaknesses of the downtown office market, however, has critical 
implications for other users. Without a strong office market, the retailers who 
depend upon employee expenditures suffer from low sales volume; this is 
evidenced by the continued departure of many Intown retailers to the outlying 
areas. The suburbanization process of the retail space was accelerated with the 
construction of South Plains Mall, a regional shopping mall constructed in the 
early 1970's near the intersection of Loop 289 and Slide Road. The mall acted as 
a catalyst for other developments, and additional retail space and office 
buildings were built in the general vicinity of the mall. 

In addition to generating sales tax revenue and meeting the needs of employees, 
Intown retail space generates street life and activity. This street life is missing 
in Lubbock's downtown core area because much of its retail space is scattered 
throughout the area instead of being located within a single district. In addition, 
many major employers have located retail elements such as employee cafeterias 
and concession stands within their buildings. A survey of downtown businesses 
located six subsidized cafeterias, four limited service food operations, and four 
executive dining rooms that operate on a daily basis and are located inside 
buildings occupied by major employers. 

As a result, employees who might otherwise leave their buildings remain inside 
their offices. While many of these cafeterias are open to the public, most of 
them are located internally within the building, where they do not provide any 
visual interest or activity at street level. 
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Perception of security problems also has hampered the growth of Intown 
businesses and investment; most Lubbock residents view the Intown area as being 
unsafe. Crime statistics support this view to a point. The Intown area, 
particularly Overton, has a higher rate of serious crime than other areas in 
Lubbock. However, these crime statistics should be viewed within the 
appropriate context. Areas with a dense residential population and a 
concentration of businesses invariably generate more crime than areas without 
these conditions because criminals are attracted to activity. Additionally, often 
areas perceived as unsafe merit increased police patrols, resulting in higher 
crime statistics. Rather than compare the Intown area with the overall Lubbock 
area, however, a more equitable comparison is between Intown Lubbock and 
another strong activity generator. For purposes of comparison, crime statistics 
for the area that includes South Plains Mall also were analyzed on Table 1. 

TABLE 1 
CITY OF LUBBOCK CRIME STATISTICS 

AREAS: OVERTON CBD SOUTH CITY OVERTON CBD SOUTH 
PLAINS AS A % AS A % PLAINS 

7 / 1/86 
Total 
12/31/86 
Part 1* 
1 / 1/87 
Total 
6/30/87 
Part 1* 
7 / 1/87 
Total 
12/31/87 
Part 1* 
10/ 1/88 
Total 
6 /30/88 
Part 1* 

2,237 

1,047 

2,197 

1,020 

2,424 

1,120 

2,449 

1,050 

930 

340 

890 

307 

1,046 

416 

960 

330 

MALL 

917 

419 

965 

504 

979 

525 

910 

478 

22,809 

10,311 

21,804 

9,806 

24,317 

11,340 

22,574 

9,757 

OF 
TOTAL 

9.81% 

10.15% 

10.08% 

10.40% 

9.97% 

9.88% 

10.85% 

10.76% 

OF AS A % 
TOTAL OF 

4.08% 

3.30% 

4.08% 

3.13% 

4.30% 

3.67% 

4.25% 

3.38% 

TOTAL 

4.02% 

4.06% 

4.43% 

5.14% 

4.03% 

4.63% 

4.03% 

4.90% 

* Part 1 Include: Murder, rape, robbery, aggravated 
Events assault, burglary, theft/larceny, auto theft and arson. 

SOURCE: City of Lubbock Police Department 

As shown, the differential between these areas is not great, and in some 
instances, the district which includes the mall has a higher crime rate than 
downtown. While the crime statistics are important in determining the security 
of a particular area, in the final analysis public perception is even more 
important. If the public perceives a particular area as unsafe, it will avoid that 
area. 
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Traffic Analysis 

Area Access - Downtown has good regional access from the existing city 
thoroughfares — Avenues H, Avenue Q, Broadway, 4th Street and 19th Street. 
The proposed 1-27 Freeway will provide additional access points (exit ramps) for 
downtown at 4th Street, 13th Street and 19th Street and will create new regional 
front doors into downtown and should cause development activity to shift to the 
east. Broadway will have no direct access from 1-27 due to the Santa Fe railroad 
R.O.W. but will be served indirectly by the 13th Street north-bound exit ramp. 

The proposed East/West Freeway along 4th Street will provide additional access 
for the entire Intown area. Exit ramps are proposed at Avenues G, K and Q, but 
continuous east/west frontage roads will also provide additional access capacity 
for other north/south streets. 

The existing city thoroughfare system provides most of the local access links to 
the Intown area along the following major thoroughfares: US 84 (Ave. Q), 
Broadway, 4th and 19th Streets, and further to the east Hwy. 87 (Ave A). 

Intown Lubbock has now, and will have to an even greater degree in the future, 
execellent regional traffic access. It is within an easy 20 minute drive of the 
entire Lubbock metropolitan population. 
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Street Capacity - Downtown streets appear to have enough R.O.W. and lane 
capacity to accommodate existing and projected traffic demands. Several 
one-way couplet systems help distribute traffic; in fact, traffic is so well 
dispersed that volumes are too low to support serious retail activity except along 
Broadway and Avenue Q. This will change, however, with the completion of 
1-27. 

The projected (year 2005) traffic volumes for several key traffic corridors in the 
Intown area are as follows: 

Street Name 

Avenue 0 

Texas/Avenue H 

4th Street 
13 th Street 
19th Street 

Existing 

23,000 
21,000 
15,000 
8,000 

15-20,000 
7-10,000 
12-23,000 

Proiected (2005) 

28,000 (from the south) 
29,000 (from the north) 
18,000 (south) 
6,000 (north) 

40-47,000 
16-18,000 
30-40,000 

Based on these projected traffic volumes, it would appear that intersections at 
Avenue Q and 4th, Q arid 19th, 1-27 and 4th, and 1-27 and 19th have significantly 
higher traffic volumes in the future and may become strong commercial 
intersections. Those streets with total daily trips of 20,000 cars and up, will have a 
better chance to attract retail. 

Projected shifts in the regional approach traffic distribution into the Intown area are 
as follows: 

Existing Access Projected Access 

North origin 
South origin 
East origin 
West origin 

17-18% 
34-35% 
14-15% 
36-38% 

North 
South 
East 
West 

23% 
33% 
16% 
28% 

The increase in traffic origins from the north can be attributed to the construction of 
the 1-27 freeway. Projections for the proposed Brownfield/East-West Freeway 
average between 40,000 and 45,000 vehicles per day. This will create more 
opportunities for development along the north boundary of the Intown area. 

Sources: State Highway Department 
Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc. 
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Parking - Parking in downtown Lubbock is perceived as a major problem to visitors 
and employees alike. One issue is the cost. Primarily because of downtown land 
values and the existence of separate garages and lots, a fee for parking is usually 
necessary. The public's perception that parking in the suburbs is free does not help 
matters. Parking generally is not paid for directly in suburban office and retail 
centers. Instead, it is usually included in space rental costs. Thus, a "perceived" 
inequity exists. In reality, one pays for parking in the cost of goods and services from 
business in suburban centers. 

Another issue is the amount of parking. Again, there is a perception of not enough 
parking. The problem seems to be in the distribution of this parking as related to 
destinations. There appears to be adequate parking generally within easy access of 
most major concentrations of employment. In fact, the supply seems to have 
increased faster than the employee rate. The problem occurs in the location and 
supply of parking for visitors to downtown and for new office development within the 
core. While on street parking is free downtown, the off street supply is not signed or 
located well enough to be convenient and attractive to visitors and shoppers. 

The provision of future parking within downtown is an important issue. Currently, 
most of the parking facilities within the area are fragmented by ownership patterns. 
Parking is costly because of the amount of land it requires, and the parking 
requirements necessary to stay competitive with suburban ratios may, in fact, create 
disincentives to private redevelopment because of the difficulty and cost of acquiring 
land. 
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3: REAL ESTATE MARKET OVERVIEW 

The real estate demand characteristics of a city are an indicator of the city's 
relative economic health, and are used by many firms in deciding whether to 
move, expand or contract in a particular city. They are one measure of a city's 
attractiveness. This section presents an overview of the commercial real estate 
markets in Lubbock in general, and in the Intown area specifically. 

The extent to which development occurred outside the Intown area can be seen 
in Table 2 which compares office construction in the Intown area to the activity 
outside the area for the period 1978-1988. 

TABLE 2 
CITY OF LUBBOCK 

OFFICE SPACE PRODUCTION 

CBD & OVERTON 
(SQUARE FEET) 

CITY OF LUBBOCK 
(SQUARE FEET) 

ORE 1978 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 

TOTAL 

2,631,090 
89,267 
10,480 
53,703 

- 0 -
30,319 
3,786 

27,138 
21,176 

- 0 -
- 0 -

2,866,959 

5,500,808 
238,088 
330,093 
223,205 
89,954 
153,583 
525,234 
309,210 
576,629 
215,332 
64,263 

8,223,449 

NOTE: The Intown area market share before 1978 was 47.83% and in 1987 was 
34.86%. 

The inventory of space was determined by its current or most recent 
use. For example, a building which is now abandoned but was 
previously used for retail space will be included in the retail 
inventory. Based upon consultants' observations, the inventory of 
space currently used as retail or office space is significantly less than 
the total inventory. 

SOURCE: City of Lubbock 
HSM/Grubb & Ellis Advisors, Inc. 
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Table 3 presents a similar comparison for retail space. These tables illustrate 
the strong growth that has occurred in the suburbs, and the relatively slow 
growth evident in the Intown area. 

TABLES 
CITY OF LUBBOCK 

RETAIL SPACE PRODUCTION 

CBD & OVERTON CITY OF LUBBOCK 
(SQUARE FEET) (SQUARE FEET) 

16,531,451 
500,401 
615,149 
260,787 
273,155 
219,707 
535,448 
510,229 

1,513,743 
544,868 
110,754 

21,615,692 

NOTE: The Intown market share before 1978 was 9.47% and in 1987 was 7.55% 

The inventory of space was determined by its current or most recent 
use. For example, a building which is now abandoned but was previously 
used for office space will be included in the office inventory. Based 
upon consultants' observations, the inventory of space currently used as 
retail or office space is significantly less than the total inventory. 

SOURCE: City of Lubbock 
HSM/Grubb & Ellis Advisors, Inc. 

The disparity of growth rates has resulted in a decline in the Intown area's share of 
Lubbock's commercial base. In 1978, the Intown area contained 47.8 percent of the 
city's office space; by 1987, that share had declined to 34.9 percent. By 1978, the 
Intown area's share of retail space had already declined to a relatively insignificant 
position of 9.5 percent; it further decreased to 7.6 percent by 1987. 

BEFORE 1978 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 

TOTAL 

1,566,200 
28,777 
2,155 
9,819 
9,202 

- 0 -
4,616 

400 
7,425 

- 0 -
2,798 

1,631,392 
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The diminution of the Intown area also is supported by an analysis of the City's tax 
base. Whereas the properties inside the Tax Increment Finance district accounted 
for a large share of the City's tax base prior to suburbanization, in 1988 they 
accounted for $96,924,611 or 2.06 percent, of the market value of the City's total 
tax roll of $4,701,373,440, according to the Lubbock Central Appraisal District. 
Note should be made that these figures are preliminary and do not include those 
properties whose values are currently being protested. 

Office 

Suburbanization has left Intown Lubbock with a stock of office buildings that have 
difficulty competing with newer, suburban office buildings in attracting new 
tenants or retaining existing tenants who are expanding. Interviews with those 
active in office leasing indicate that some office tenants who were interested in 
locating in downtown, or who wanted to improve the quality of their office space, 
were vmable to find quality space of an appropriate size and configuration. As a 
result, these tenants were forced to locate outside the CBD. 

Some tenants currently located in the downtown do not appear to have a 
commitment to staying; remaining there does not appear to be a function of civic 
pride. This lack of commitment is compounded by the difficulty of remaining 
Intown. Not only does the market lack appropriate space, but the Intown area is a 
more difficult area in which to develop new facilities than the outlying area. In 
suburban Lubbock, vacant land can be purchased from a single owner for immediate 
development at reasonable prices. In the Intown area, land may be segmented into 
small parcels, making the purchase process more difficult, subject to greater risk 
and higher expense. 

Intown development also often requires the demolition of an existing building, 
which results in higher pre-development costs. Given the difficulty of construction 
and the lack of commitment by some of the tenants, it is not surprising that most 
of the recent development has occurred in the outlying areas. 
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Table 4 illustrates occupancy trends and additions to supply in the Lubbock office 
market. This table indicates that office space in the downtown generally has had a 
higher occupancy rate than suburban office space; however, as Table 2 illustrated, 
the downtown has had significantly less construction than suburban Lubbock. 

TABLE 4 
CITY OF LUBBOCK 

MULTI-TENANT OFFICE SPACE 

SURVEYED SPACE 
(SQUARE FEET) 

1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 

746,000 
750,000 
902,000 

1,400,000 
1,800,000 
1,850,000 
1,736,000 
1,768,318 

SUBURBAN OFFICE 
OCCUPANCY 

94.6% 
90.1% 
84.6% 
80.1% 
62.0% 
68.0% 
67.8% 
64.4% 

CBD OFFICE 
OCCUPANCY 

94.3% 
95.1% 
94.8% 
97.4% 
93.6% 
67.8% 
80.4% 
84.3% 

SOURCE: Sentry Property Management, Inc. 

Retail 

Those retailers left in downtown do not benefit from the potential retail 
expenditures implied by the size of the work force left in the downtown area 
because of a phenomenon known as retail leakage. Leakage refers to a consumer 
shopping pattern in which retail expenditures which typically can be expected to be 
generated within a particular area are not captured in that market, but are instead 
spent elsewhere. As a result of this leakage, the retailers are not experiencing the 
sales activity that are rightfully allocated to their particular submarket. In other 
words, the retailers experience missed opportunities, or sales. 

The reasons behind this downtown leakage are several. One is Lubbock's road 
system, which provides easy access to most areas within the region. As a result, a 
downtown worker can easily leave his office to shop or eat in the outlying areas, 
and return to work within the standard allotted lunch hour. In other words, 
expenditures that might have remained Intown without the area's excellent access 
have instead gone elsewhere. 

The lack of specific retail shops within a trade area also contribute to leakage. In 
interviews with Intown employees, many complained about their inability to 
purchase certain non-food items such as cards and sundries within walking distance 
of their offices. As a result, they are forced to buy these items outside of the 
Intown area. 
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If this buying power was captured entirely within the Intown area, it could support 
between 53,600 and 67,000 square feet of retail space. This assumes that, on a 
very conservative basis, a retail establishment must generate a sales volume 
between $200 and $250 per square foot in order to be profitable. 

The University Connection 

The Intown area also is suffering leakage from another significant economic base 
— Texas Tech University, which is located immediately west of Overton. Tech's 
enrollment has ranged between 21,200 and 23,700 students since 1982, and is 
expected to remain fairly stable for the immediate future. Applying the average 
retail expenditures of students surveyed in other similar college towns — $110 per 
month per student — it is estimated that Tech students' buying power totals 
approximately $27.8 million. This buying power does not include rents, textbooks, 
or dormitory food purchases. They also do not include the retail buying potential 
of the university's faculty or staff. 

As an indication of the magnitude of this buying power, if all expenditures were 
captured with the Intown area, they could support between 74,800 and 139,000 
square feet of retail space, assuming between $200 and $250 worth of annual sales 
per square foot. In other words, the students generate enough retail potential to 
support a not insignificant amount of retail space. 

A university the size of Tech typically generates the development of a "campus 
town," or a significant number of college-oriented retail business located within 
walking distance of the campus. However, a campus town is missing in Lubbock; 
retailers which used to be located across from the Tech campus have since moved 
to outlying areas. Students interviewed for this study complained about the quality 
of some of the retailers left in the campus area and consequently patronize 
retailers located in the outlying areas. As a result, what should be a significant 
economic generator for retail development with the Overton area in particular is 
left unserved. 

Dispersion of the students' retail expenditure potential also may be a function of 
the University's housing policy and housing conditions. Where Overton once 
supplied many of the residential units for Texas Tech students, many of those 
students have since moved to newer complexes in suburban Lubbock. The students' 
move to the suburbs also contributed to the departure of many retail 
establishments that are dependent upon student demand and are now located in the 
outlying areas. 
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The University contains approximately 7,000 residential units on campus — not 
enough to house one-third of the students — and requires only freshmen to live on 
campus. Although the university's units have an average occupancy rate ranging 
between 93 percent and 100 percent, the cost of occupancy is roughly comparable 
to the cost of two students sharing a market-rate apartment unit, even when the 
required meal plan is taken into account. Some of the university's dormitory rooms 
are not air conditioned, while air conditioning is standard in market-rate 
apartments. Given the university's housing policy, the price of university housing 
and the lack of air conditioning, the students have no strong incentive to stay on 
campus. 

Students who are members of fraternities and sororities also lack a strong 
incentive to live on campus because Tech does not have a Greek row typically 
found on campuses of its size. In a Greek row, fraternities and sororities with 
capacity to house their members are concentrated in a specific area and build a 
critical mass of residential units. Although the imiversity does have fraternities 
and sororities, few have the ability to house members. The lack of fraternity and 
sorority housing further contributes to the dispersal of students — and their retail 
expenditures — throughout the Lubbock area. 

Residential 

The Overton area has experienced minimal residential construction in recent 
years. Although no residential construction figures are available for this area, a 
review of building permit figures indicates a substantial decline for all of the City 
of Lubbock in recent years. For example, in the area of multi-family construction, 
permits have been issued to only 14 duplex units between 1986 and March, 1988. 

Overton is characterized by one residential subarea — North Overton — which is 
experiencing a critical level of deterioration, and another residential subarea — 
South Overton — which is relatively stable in terms of its physical condition. One 
of the contributing factors to the deterioration of North Overton appears to be the 
extent to which "spot zoning" of apartment complexes was allowed in a 
single-family neighborhood. 

Once apartments were developed, several single-family homes were purchased as 
rental units by absentee landlords. Although there are obviously exceptions, prior 
to the Tax Reform Act of 1986, absentee landlords were often motivated to 
purchase rental units for tax purposes, as opfKjsed to purchasing rental units for the 
purpose of generating income for a longer period of time. Tax-motivated 
purchasers typically do not stress maintenance of the property to the same degree 
as an investor who has purchased the property with a long-term, income-producing 
investment scenario. 
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Since the advent of tax reform and the reduction of tax benefits to owning rental 
property, the incentives for maintenance on the part of a tax-motivated investor 
have lessened. As a result, the current deterioration in the units owned by 
absentee landlords can be anticipated to continue. It is reasonable to expect that 
many of these units will revert to the lender when the owner loses his incentive to 
service the debt on the property; current ownership of several properties has 
already transferred to the lending institutions. 

Housing occuring in the downtown area is limited to elderly housing units located in 
the Pioneer Hotel building. However, the Lubbock Housing Authority (LHA) has 
received a $2 million grant to renovate the Civic Center Inn into retirement 
housing units, and convert the Pioneer Hotel to perpetual care units. These initial 
housing projects are a signal to the city that housing is possible downtown and 
should be supported. An expanded residential population in downtown and Overton 
could encourage additional support uses and increase the activity cycle. 

Hotel/Motel 

The supply of "first class" hotel rooms in Lubbock (excluded in the defined 
competitive supply were those smaller motels offering limited services at very low 
rates) consists of 1,464 rooms in nine hotels and motels concentrated in three 
different areas in Lubbock: a concentration on Avenue Q adjacent to the Civic 
Center; scattered along Loop 289 between U.S. 87 and Brownfield Hwy.; and on 
Brownfield Hwy. near the Texas Tech campus. Two of the nine competitive hotels 
are "all-suite" properties: the Residence Inn and the Barcelona Court. These two 
hotels, and the limited-service La Quinta Motor Inn, and Paragon Hotel do not 
offer full restaurant services. However, restaurants are located near all hotels in 
the market. 

The hotel supply in Lubbock can be characterized as moderately-priced, mid-level 
motor hotels, in fair to good condition, offering visitors an adequate range of 
facilities and service levels from which to choose. In general, hoteliers 
characterized the market as "flat". They see little reason that demand will change 
dramatically in the near future. The market has experienced a decline since the 
early 1980's caused by an increase in supply and a down-trend in demand tied to 
the economy. 

In 1988, market demand was estimated to be as follows: 

Rooms Nights Percent 
Market Segment Demanded Of Total 

Corporate 
Groups & Conventions 
Tourists/Sports/Weekend 
Airline/Contract/Medical/Other 

Total Demand 341,900 ~T00% 

Overall demand is up slightly in 1988 from the previous year's 62 percent 
occupancy level, however, each segment is experiencing the following conditions: 

1- Corporate Demand is likely to continue to fluctuate with general 
economic conditions, especially in agriculture. 
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Group Demand is growing at a moderate pace through the efforts of the 
Visitors and Convention Bureau. However, West Texas remains a hard sell 
compared to other major cities in the state. Civic Center facilities are 
very good, and more than adequate for the foreseeable future. 

Tourist/Sports/Weekend Demand consists of parents and fans visiting 
Texas Tech for games, reunions and graduations; gatherings of regional 
and national sporting organizations; and strong weekend demand from 
throughout the region for people coming to Lubbock for shopping and 
entertainment. 

Other Demand in Lubbock consists of airline crews, contracts for training 
and truckers, patients at the medical centers and their families, and 
various miscellaneous sources. No substantial future growth is expected 
in this segment. 

This level of demand equates to an aggregate occupancy of 64 percent estimated 
for 1988. Competitive hotels reported a range of occupancies from a low of 55 
percent to a high of 77 percent. This market occupancy is higher than in many 
Texas cities in 1988, but is, unfortunately, still at a level which provides 
less-than-adequate profit levels, and new hotel construction is still some way 
off. 

While construction figures and vacancy rates provide some indication as to the 
condition of a market, an analysis of the market's physical characteristics, the 
nature of its businesses and residents located, and the general market perception 
provide additional insight into a market's dynamics. These dynamics provide an 
indication as to whether a market can capture its share of Lubbock's economic 
growth. 
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4: SITE ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS 

Intown Lubbock today has its strengths and weaknesses, its problems and 
opportunities. Certain forces and characteristics contribute to a positive 
environment for revitalization. At the same time, many problems exist whose 
negative effects must be recognized and dealt with accordingly. 

Assets 

1. A strong existing base including city and county government centers, 
banking and financial institutions and major churches. 

2. A number of architecturally noteworthy buildings. 
3. Existing downtown property and merchants organizations. 
4. Strong business leadership for economic development and long range 

planning. 
5. General media understanding and support of the benefits and process for 

downtown revitalization. 
6. Good regional access. 

Liabilities 

1. A location not at the strategic center of the metropolitan population. 
2. A declining image and retail base, and general lack of activity and 

investor confidence. 
3. Competition from new suburban developments. 
4. Inconvenient retail and visitor parking. 
5. A lack of pedestrian amenities and public urban spaces. 
6. A lack of a single coordinated downtown development entity. 
7. An unstable downtown fringe area with declining residential 

neighborhoods. 

To summarize the current position of the Intown area, it appears that Downtown 
Lubbock has become a single-use district, dominated by financial institutions, 
law firms and government agencies. Residents and employees in the outlying 
areas who do not have business with these institutions have no reason to frequent 
downtown, and those uses which are dependent upon other sources of demand — 
most noticeably the retailers — have since left the area. At the present time, 
there does not appear to be an economic force which will reverse the trend. 

Overton, particularly north Overton, has become a deteriorated area dominated 
by absentee landlords and poorly maintained single family and multi-family 
residences. Like downtown, residents outside the district no longer have a 
reason to frequent the area. Instead, many of the residents are those who cannot 
afford to live elsewhere in the Lubbock area. 
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THE STRATEGIC GOALS OF THE PLAN 

The following strategic objectives address some of the key issues facing 
redevelopment efforts for the Intown area. Some of the objectives require 
managerial or public policy solutions, and some require the implementation of 
physical planning solutions. In either case, it is important for the community to 
realize that for any type of serious long term revitalization of Intown Lubbock, 
preferential treatment of the Intown area over other areas of the city may be 
necessary. 

1: Create a Single Downtown Lubbock Development Organization 

Currently, the downtown area has several organizations which are involved in 
promoting it — Board of City Development, Lubbock Redevelopment Group, 
Downtown Lubbock Inc., Urban Renewal Agency Board, Neighborhood 
Redevelopment Committee, Lubbock Chamber of Commerce, and the Civic 
Center Board. While these groups all have a goal of strengthening the Intown 
area, the consolidation of their individual efforts would most likely produce a 
more forceful result than is currently the case. As it stands now, their efforts 
are individual in nature, rather than collective. 

A central management structure is critical for the following reasons: 

A. Single Point of Contact: A developer who comes to the city for 
assistance with a development concept must have one point of 
contact able to coordinate all parties. The developer must be able 
to determine who to go to and understand how decisions will be 
made. This entity must be given certain powers and a short, clear 
chain of command which will enable it to make decisions concerning 
each project's feasibility. 

B. Consistent Development Standards: In cities where downtown 
development has been most successful, development standards did 
not fluctuate according to changing political circumstances. 
Developers are therefore assured that dollars spent up front for 
planning and design are not lost. Because development takes place 
over decades rather than a few years, the city must make a 
commitment to a plan, provide a continuity of decision making, and 
not tamper with the rules of the game. 

C. Downtown Management: In essence, the new Downtown 
Development Association would be an umbrella framework that acts 
as a clearinghouse for other business groups, civic organizations, 
municipal authorities, and private developers. As a highly visible 
management entity, the organization would provide such services as 
promotional programs, land assembly, and negotiations with 
prospective developers and city officials. 
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2: Derive Demand For New Development 

Based upon the economic and development trends discussed earlier, there does 
not appear to be a market justification to build additional office or retail space 
within the Intown area in the immediate future. The growth of employment and 
households — the traditional forces behind new development — are not evident 
in this area. Therefore, demand for any new development must be derived, and 
must be supported by growth from outside the area. 

In order to attract that growth, the Intown area must offer unique facilities not 
found in other areas of Lubbock. In other words, developments that are new or 
different or offer a high level of quality can sometimes overcome the 
weaknesses of the surrounding market. 

In order to increase the downtown employment base, the City of Lubbock should 
pursue a strategy to consolidate all federal/state/county offices in the downtown 
area. This would not only increase the downtown employment base, but it would 
add to the identity of the existing governmental center as a distinct downtown 
subdistrict. 

The city should also persuade existing corporate tenants looking for expansion 
space to remain downtown and become lead tenants in new buildings in order to 
bring on line a supply of new state-of-the-art office space. 

The city should provide incentives (low interest loans, speedier approval 
processes, building code adjustments, etc.), for the retention and rehabilitation 
of other types of older office buildings which are suitable for conversion into 
shops, lofts, studios and workshops. These types of buildings provide very 
essential low rent "incubator space" for start-up businesses. This is a necessary 
revitalization and regenerative function in any city that must capitalize on 
existing resources. 

3: Create a Tightly Knit Downtown Core 

To make development downtown more attractive the city should create a new 
tightly knit Downtown Core district that establishes more generous zoning 
standards that encourage the development of mixed uses, permits higher 
F.A.R.'s, shared parking, and greater design flexibility. 

The concept behind mixed-use development is to create a synergy between the 
various uses, on the theory that the sum of the activity generated by the 
development is greater than the activity generated by the uses developed 
individually. Carefully orchestrated, a mixed-use development provides a 
mixture of mutually supporting uses, enhances people's range of experiences and 
creates easy access to a wide variety of activities. 
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4: Create a Special Downtown Retail District 

The quality of retailing sets the overall public impression of a city's downtown 
image, even when it is a small component of the total area. In order to make 
downtown retail competitive with suburban centers, there must be retail space 
suitable for a wide range of tenants, and effective links to other activities and 
entertainment uses. Downtown retail must create a special environment that is 
different from the suburban retail setting, one that encourages the downtown 
workforce to stay in town for eating, entertainment and shopping, and be 
attractive enough to draw regional traffic after work and on weekends. 

The remaining downtown retailers must organize to provide a more effective 
collective regional retail destination. A downtown retail district must appeal 
not only to the existing downtown employment base but also a wider regional 
clientele. It must provide state-of-the-art retail space, exhibit design flair, and 
provide the type of public urban spaces missing from the regional malls. The 
existing downtown tenant mix has to expand to include more food and beverage, 
entertainment, cinemas, and specialty shops. Performing arts, museums and 
other types of cultural amenities should be located within walking distance to 
increase the potential customer base. Good regional access and a supply of short 
term customer parking are essential components of the plan. 

Retailers attracted into a new downtown location are not necessarily the 
retailers currently located downtown. They will include new retailers who have 
to be sold on the idea that downtown is the place to be, and convinced that there 
are niches in the regional markets for unmet demands not currently served by 
the suburban malls and shopping centers. Derived demand can be achieved 
through the development of retail space that offers the market a new form of 
retailing. 

It has been reported that most of the shoppers who frequent South Plains Mall 
are not from Lubbock; instead they are from other parts of west Texas and 
eastern New Mexico. This purported lack of local support may provide some 
opportunity for Intown, despite the departure of major retailers. 

The city's role is to help assemble the land for such ventures, and to provide seed 
money for the initial stages of development wherever feasible. 
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5: Create a User Friendly Public Environment 

The city street, unlike a road, is that component of the urban fabric that is not 
only a way to get from here to there — but also a place to be. The street is 
experienced and used by people more than any other form of public space, and 
since it is manmade, it is a public space that can be creatively used and 
developed. In order to promote increased pedestrian use and enjoyment, 
improvements to the streetscape are essential, even at the expense of improved 
vehicular traffic movement in some cases. 

The city's capital improvement program for the downtown core must be designed 
to promote a sense of "activity" and "life" by encouraging the use of expanded 
pedestrian areas (sidewalk, plazas, arcades, etc.) and street planting for a 
variety of pedestrian-related activities, open-air restaurants, and sidewalk 
sales. It should provide more softscape in the downtown such as trees, flowers, 
parks, and moving water, and places to sit, meet, talk, watch, play and read 
within buildings and spaces available to the public. It should also encourage 
weather protection in new developments for pedestrians and conveniences such 
as arcades, canopies, and atriums. 

The city should develop street furniture design guidelines that identify 
appropriate clustering of pedestrian amenities, benches, drinking fountains, bus 
shelters, landscaping, kiosks, public and private information systems. 

The development of a positive image for all public and private parking lots is 
also important to the atmosphere of downtown. A downtown parking plan should 
identify sites for future public parking locations, and set standards for consistent 
lighting, paving patterns and materials, striping, signing, and landscaping of 
interior areas and edges. This would greatly improve the appearance of parking 
lots, complement new development, and provide a better sense of security for 
casual visitors and shoppers. 

6: Link Centers of Activity 

The downtown subdistricts, activity centers, and Texas Tech campus need to be 
linked in order to mutually reinforce each other. Well-designed linkages can 
expand the walkable core while enhancing the pedestrian experience. Because of 
the Intown activity centers such as the Governmental Center, the downtown 
core, and the Texas Tech campus are dispersed, there is not only a need to assure 
that each of these areas have adequate quantities of parking spaces, but that the 
individual areas are linked together by the transportation system. While the 
existing street system generally accomplishes this physically, trolley shuttle 
service offers an alternative to inefficient use of the automobile for short trips 
which require parking spaces (like the lunch time rush hour). 
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The reorganization of public transit routes to connect other outlying activity 
centers, major employment centers, and residential districts near the Intown 
area must also be encouraged. 

7: Cluster Community Arts Facilities. Theaters, and Museums 

Although this study does not include a detailed analysis of space needs, previous 
reports and discussions with responsible individuals led to a number of 
suggestions for aggregating these facilities downtown. Such facilities are a key 
to an active downtown and thriving cultural activities. Museum facilities and 
the arts and sciences they display should not be located in some remote setting, 
but have a more direct relationship to the urbanized context and the culture, 
society and history that produced them. The city should pursue a role that 
actively seek sites and encoiorages each of these community facilities to locate 
along the Broadway corridor where other commercial and business uses are 
clustered. This would provide maximum access for the downtown workers and 
for people from the rest of the region using all modes of transportation. 

8: Involve the Churches 

The Intown area contains large churches with congregations composed of 
thousands of members. Potentially, they represent strong forces for 
development. In other cities, many of the larger churches are embarking upon 
"cradle-to-grave" development programs. They offer their members services 
from the time they are in the cradle — typically a nursery — to their advance 
years — typically a retirement center or nursing facility. In between these 
stages, churches provide schools and recreational facilities for their members. 
These facilities are developed within close proximity to the central church 
building, and over time, this "cradle-to-grave" care can evolve into a large 
campus with many buildings. 

The experience of other churches indicates that this concept can be successful, 
if it is properly executed. The church members already have a strong emotional 
tie with the church, and are likely to consider using its facilities before using 
other facilities that are not affiliated with their church. The development of 
multiple uses around the church also increases its involvement in their lives, and 
promotes a stronger church membership. 

These activities could provide a stabilizing influence particularly for the Overton 
area by bringing in a strong constituency that will help protect property values. 
Land use and zoning standards that facilitate the creation of Church Campus 
development must be established along the Broadway corridor beyond the 
existing CBD zoning district. 
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9: Stabilize the Overton Residential Areas 

Short of a massive urban renewal initiative the key to halting the deterioration 
of most of the residential areas in Overton is more effective code enforcement. 
Even if the city is unable to find funds to beef up its inspection procedures, there 
are several in the code enforcement battle. When administering enforcement 
programs and the implementation required improvements, the city should use 
financial assistance programs to aid those who cannot afford the improvements. 

Maintaining the appearance of a neighborhood is important but is not the only 
reason the city should demand compliance with codes. In rundown areas crime 
becomes a greater problem. Dilapidated houses become havens for drug 
activity. A possible stabilization strategy could be to establish a police 
storefront operation in the Overton area. 

The other aspect of stabilization deals with strategies and tactics that encourage 
the building of a wide range of market-rate housing ( single-family, 
multi-family, and student housing) within the Overton district. The city should 
rezone the district to allow a much wider range of residential densities, 
encouraging the higher density development in or near centers of activity. The 
city should also develop and adopt a rehabilitation code and building code 
revisions, to address improvement of older residential buildings in order to 
encourage revitalization, and make planning advisory services available to the 
residents of the district. 

10: Respect the Needs of Private Sector Developers 

The community must recognize the impHartance of private investment and the 
needs of the development industry. A flexible system of Intown development 
control, sensitive to environmental as well as economic concerns must be 
developed, together with incentives that encourage adaptive reuse of buildings 
that are well located and structurally sound but lack a strong market for their 
original use. The city must develop creative public/private joint development 
opportunities and provide public improvements from the TIF fund in the form of 
public parking and other public amenities as incentives for development. The 
city should accelerate the approval process, introduce more flexible zoning 
standards and pursuade the banks (the largest stakeholders in downtown) to 
provide low interest interim and permanent financing for new construction 
within the Intown area. 
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11: Relocate Incompatible Uses: 

Some uses which were originally located downtown because of rail access or 
tradition are no longer compatible with the area. They create congestion, truck 
traffic, environmental or safety problems, and they also use space that could be 
converted to shops or housing, and they could be better located elsewhere. In 
particular, the city should pursue a policy of relocating auto-related facilities 
(used car lots, auto dealers, and repair shops) into special designated districts 
near Intown, but away from the major gateway streets. It should also 
reevaluate, control and enforce land-use and zoning decisions that could prevent 
strip commercial or business services from developing along the 1-27 frontage 
roads, and should encourage non-conforming businesses and industries to relocate 
to areas designated for this purpose. 
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6: COMPONENTS OF THE REDEVELOPMENT PLAN 

The goal of this plan is to promote the development of a compact, 
pedestrian-oriented downtown core with a strong regional identity. This core 
area sits within a transportation framework that includes the regional freeways 
as well as the city thoroughfares. The most important of these throughfares is 
Broadway Street. This street must become the major development spine for new 
development within the Intown area. It will be anchored at the east end by the 
downtown core and at the west end by the Texas Tech campus, and becomes the 
organizing element that gives Downtown Lubbock its urban form. The 
development that will occur in the Intown area will include a wide range of 
possible land uses, from high-density commercial offices located within the core 
near the 1-27 freeway, to relatively low-density single family housing in new 
subdivisions located off Broadway in the Overton district. 

Each of the plan components outlined here is based on findings from the market 
overview, site analysis and traffic analysis identified in this study. They will all 
require further detailed feasibility analysis by either the public or private sector 
before a serious development proposal can be implemented. However, they each 
represent an achievable development initiative that, collectively, can go a long 
way towards revitalizing the Intown area between now and the year 2000. 
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The following individual plan components are described here in no particular 
order of importance: 

The Broadway Corridor 

The objective is to make Broadway serve as the functional link between Texas 
Tech and the downtown core and to make it the distinctive urban space in the 
Intown area and upgrade its physical appearance with special lighting, 
landscaping, improved sidewalks, and environmental graphics. It becomes the 
single prestigious address for most new commercial developments in the Intown 
area. The link can be reinforced by a trolley shuttle that runs along Broadway 
from the Tech campus to Avenue G, with a major turnaround and special public 
events plaza occurring as a downtown terminus (Trolley Square). 

The city should concentrate initial streetscape improvement programs along 
Broadway, and continue the city policy of replacing paved sections with the 
earlier brick street paving pattern. Streetscape elements should include a 
coordinated lighting system, a public planting plan, intersection paving 
improvements, and a special graphics system. A lighting program that utilizes 
historic light fixtures has been implemented on several blocks in downtown and 
Overton. This lighting theme should be continued throughout the length of 
Broadway in the study area. Develop a tree planting program for Broadway and 
selected downtown streets that link activity centers and parking areas to the 
Broadway spine. 

Mixed Use Development District 

With a shift in develop patterns west towards Avenue Q, there exists a possibility 
to create a mixed-use development district near the intersection of Broadway 
and 0- The district should be located in the northeast corner and could contain 
three or more uses - a major office user, a hotel serving the convention center 
and downtown, and support retail, food and beverage services. The district (or 
center) should draw upon the downtown employment base and the Civic Center, 
and needs to be within walking distance of the core and convention center. The 
retail must have high visibility and traffic exposure to Broadway and Avenue Q. 

The specialty retail component of the development has to appeal not only to the 
existing downtown employment base but also a wider regional clientele, and 
should be state-of-the-art, exhibiting design flair, color, variety and texture. It 
is envisioned as a series of small shops and stores clustered around the public 
events space with a mall connecting back to Broadway. 

The public spaces within the development should be designed as people places 
with witty signage, lighting and environmental graphics. These spaces may be 
open or enclosed, and able to accommodate large public events and gatherings. 

The development framework should allow this project to be implemented by 
either a single builder/developer as a single complex or as a series of individual 
development initiatives under a set of comprehensive development guidelines. 
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Before View of Broadway Looking West 

After View of Broadway Looking West 
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The 13th Street Retail Mall 

The objective is to cluster downtown retailers in one central district that 
provides a pleasant pedestrian shopping environment while retaining vehicular 
access and on-street short term parking. Vehicular traffic along a three block 
length of 13th Street between Avenue J and Texas Avenue would be limited to 
two lanes, and one row of head-in short-term parking and unloading. 

The existing sidewalks would be widened to 13' on both sides of the street and 
"neck down" at each cross street intersection to shorten the crosswalks and to 
provide additional areas for planting, benches, kiosks and trolley shelters. Street 
trees will be planted at 30' centers within a 5' wide planting zone located 
adjacent to the back of curb on both sides of the street. Canopies, awnings and 
signs and banners should be encouraged along this three block area to add 
interest, color and to provide more comfort for the pedestrian. 

Continuity of street level activities should be encouraged, particularly those 
which are conducive to evening activity. Facades should be designed to provide 
variety while maintaining horizontal continuity of the street character. The 
human scale should prevail at street level. Pedestrian crosswalks at each 
intersection should be paved in contrasting materials (brick or granite pavers) 
and special "gateway" symbols erected at each end of the mall to signal 
motorists that they are entering a special zone with higher densities of 
pedestrian traffic. Clean-up/Fix-up programs for the existing retailers should 
be developed by the Downtown Development Association. 
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Trolley Square 

Trolley Square has four main functions; to create a major public square as a 
focal point for Downtown Lubbock on Broadway; to provide a terminus and 
turnaround for the Broadway trolley; to accommodate a transit hub for regional 
buses coming to the downtown area where riders could switch from bus to 
trolley; and to create a gateway to downtown for regional traffic from the 1-27 
freeway. The square would occupy a complete city block located at the 
southwest corner of Broadway and H street and should be landscaped to serve as 
the outdoor special events space for public celebrations, art shows and swap 
meets. Trolley Square together with the proposed city market would anchor the 
east end of downtown. 

Farmers/City Market 

The objective is to relocate the existing Farmers' Market downtown at the 
proposed Trolley Square and combine it with a city market. This development 
could anchor the east end of downtown and take advantage of its strategic 
regional location at the 1-27 exit ramp at 13th Street. 

The core of these markets is typically a farmers market, which sells fresh 
produce grown in the region. Around this core of farm produce retailers develop 
other small businesses which sell processed food, flowers, baked goods as well as 
arts and craft items. As the city market expands, it accommodates refrigerated 
space, meat, fish and dairy products. Small restaurants, concession stands, and 
even food courts featuring local specialities also are common. 

The key to the city markets is the quality of the items sold, as well as the 
atmosphere. In the more successful city markets, shopping becomes a form of 
entertainment, attracting residents who would otherwise never frequent the 
center city. Many of the city markets are publicly owned with inexpensive 
building types expressing festive architectural styles. An enclosed building of 
approximately 30,000-40,000 square feet should be large enough for the likely 
demand in the initial years of operations. Open air sheds for the typical farmers 
market produce could range from 60,000 - 100,000 square feet. 

This type of facility would operate probably as a farmers market two or three 
days a week (including Saturdays), with the city market open each work day. The 
parking requirement for this type of combined facility might need less than the 
equivalent amount of conventional retail space as part of the customer base 
would be arriving by bus or originates within walking distance in the downtown 
core. A site of approximately 4 - 5 acres should be large enough to 
accommodate this building program and parking. 
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Multi-Use Arena 

The objective is to replace the existing aging Mimicipal Coliseum with a new 
state-of-the-art 15,000-17,000 seat arena. At this size it would be able to 
achieve an economic utilization by hosting a wide variety of functions including 
Tech basketball games, concerts, cultural events, spillover convention center 
business, and rodeo events. The conistruction of a large, multi-use arena also 
could host events by the Lubbock Independent School District, private schools, 
and other public events. 

The location of the arena must also be carefully evaluated. There are two 
possible sites: one near the Civic Center on the east side of Avenue Q adjacent 
to the downtown core near the cluster of existing hotels, sharing parking and 
providing an overspill function for conventions and exhibition. The other possible 
site is on the west side of Avenue Q located in the northeast quadrant of the 
Overton area. It would still be close enough to the Civic Center to derive 
benefits and it would provide a revitalizing element within a destablized area of 
the city. In either case it is important that the formal or symbolic entrance to 
any new facility is addressed from Broadway, even if functionally, the traffic 
access is routed from other city streets. This can be accomplished through 
identity signage, pylons or an event advertising marquee being located on 
Broadway, in conjunction with special landscaping. 

Campus Town 

The objective is to capture the unmet demand and spending power of the Texas 
Tech student population, and develop a Campus Town retail center near the 
intersection of Broadway and University. Containing support retail, restaurants 
and entertainment facilities, the center would serve the student population and 
adjacent Overton neighborhoods. With a potential need for 75,000-140,000 
square feet of space. Campus Town is still contingent on the return of a sizable 
amount of new student housing in the Overton area. 

Overton Housing 

With no new multi-family housing starts in the past 3-1/2 years, and the 
continued aging of existing garden apartments, there could be a demand for 
student housing in the North Overton area in the next few years. The objective 
is to capture future residential markets in both North and South Overton. South 
Overton could accommodate single family faculty housing that would be 
compatible with the existing single family neighborhood in the southwest 
quadrant. Both housing areas would depend on enough land assembly for a 
critical mass of housing to provide an incentive for residential builders to start a 
range of housing programs over several years of continual development. The city 
should establish new zoning standards that permit a wider range of housing types 
within Overton. 
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Overton Park 

Overton is too large a district to be dealt with as one single residential 
neighborhood. The objective is to implement a major north/south linear park 
dividing it into smaller neighborhood units each containing a range of different 
housing programs. This open space could be developed between two of the 
north/south avenues and could ultimately extend to 4th and 19th Streets. This 
linear park could be configured to include the Lubbock High School, the Ramirez 
elementary school at 8th Street, and the International Cultural Center. 

The open space space could also function as a buffer between residential 
neighborhoods to the west and a possible arena site or commercial development 
to the east along the Avenue Q corridor. 

International Cultural Center 

In order to insure its success, the proposed International Cultural Center is a 
redevelopment opportunity that needs to be considered in the planning 
framework. Several issues concerning the project should be considered - shared 
parking plans with the First Baptist Church to reduce surface parking, a front 
door presence on Broadway, and the impact of traffic access on surrounding 
neighborhoods. 

Church Campuses 

The existing churches located along Broadway should expand their ministries and 
facilities to include "cradle to grave" activities and programs for their 
congregations. These could include day care centers, educational classes, 
retirement housing, etc. that would give members additional reasons to use the 
church facilities. The expansions and new programs could also help in stabilizing 
the Overton neighborhood, while building a strong constituency for the 
neighborhood through church support. The city should make certain that the 
appropriate zoning is in place to allow for such facility expansions. 

South Plains College 

South Plains College is a major stakeholder in downtown that has had positive 
influences on the community. It could have additional positive influences on 
downtown as the college is trying to initiate a vo-tech training school and is 
considering sites in the Intown area. The school could ultimately have 2,000 
students and 40 job training programs, which would add to the economic 
development of Lubbock while bringing more people to the downtown area. 

The city should support the college's efforts to find a suitable building(s) in or 
near downtown for the vo-tech training school. The existing college is a positive 
economic development tool, and a vo-tech facility would only strengthen its role 
in downtown and the region. 
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7: TRANSPORTATION ELEMENTS OF THE PLAN 

The main objective is to provide a safe and efficient external and internal 
system of vehicular circulation in Downtown Lubbock. The system must be 
planned to serve future traffic needs as well as existing demands, and to provide 
access to and through the downtown area to adjacent areas and sectors of the 
community. 

The plan identifies a hierarchy of streets and circulation patterns which 
complement the existing street system and reinforce downtown's regional 
accessibility. The proposed system will help reduce the safety hazards and 
annoyances of vehicular and pedestrian conflicts. Many of the changes must be 
planned in conjunction with the 1-27 Freeway reconstruction time frame. The 
close relationship between land-use decisions and transportation should also be 
carefully considered for each individual development proposal. 

Street System: 

The vehicular circulation and access recommendations are as follows: 

1. Make 13th Street a one-way thoroughfare westbound to function as a 
circulation couplet with Main Street serving the downtown core. 

2. Continue 13th Street between Texas Avenue and Avenue H to facilitate 
the proposed couplet traffic flow. 

3. Narrow 13th Street down to two moving lanes of traffic between Texas 
Avenue and Avenue L, to create a "shopping street" with additional 
landscaping and head-in parking. 

4. Within the proposed retail district reintroduce head-in parking on selected 
streets where R.O.W widths are large enough and traffic volumes low 
enough to warrant this reduction in lane capacity. Suggested streets 
include Avenues J, K, and L. 

5. Insure adequate destination signage from the 1-27 corridor onto 13th 
Street, as well as signage at 4th Street and 19th Street. 

The Transit Center: 

Incorporate a new Transit Center in the Trolley Square proposal to demonstrate 
Lubbock's commitment to quality public transportation, and to serve as a 
catalyst to preserve, if not expand, ridership. It should be designed to provide 
weather protection for bus passengers waiting and transferring between routes, 
as well as those utilizing the downtown trolley system, and be located within the 
downtown core near the center of employment. 

The cost of constructing this transit center could be substantially financed with 
federal Urban Mass Transportation (UMTA) funds (up to 80%). 
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Trollev Shuttle: 

An assessment of potential ridership based upon the distribution of downtown 
employment indicates that an east-west route along Broadway would serve a 
significant number of potential riders. The route could link the Government 
Center area to the Tech Campus. It should also link the public parking facilities 
along this corridor. 

The trolleys would be of the rubber-tired variety that could operate on 10 
minute headway times. The Texas Tech campus would be the western 
destination point, and a trolley turnaround on the east end of downtown would be 
the eastern terminus. The timing of the initiation of this proposal must be linked 
to the completion of either the city market or another type of specialty retail 
center, in order to provide a significant destination at the terminus of the 
system. 

Downtown Parking: 

Establish a Parking Operations group to coordinate the activities of both private 
and public operators, and to assume responsibility for parking violations 
enforcement. This group together with the Downtown Development Association 
should prepare a detailed parking plan for the downtown core consisting of a 
system of centrally located parking garages able to accommodate parking 
demand ahead of actual need. Ideally these should be located within easy 
walking distance of Broadway (three blocks north or south), and set 
approximately 1000 -1500 feet apart so that all areas of the downtown core are 
within a five minute walk. This is an early action project initiated either by the 
city or the property owners to avoid the continuing self destruction of the 
downtown core through the indiscriminate tearing down of its fabric for surface 
parking lots. 

There appear to be other opportunities to enhance the existing parking by 
implementing the following action program: 

1. Establish at least one major public parking facility in close proximity to 
the retail centers in the downtown core which will be primarily for short 
term shopper use. 

2. Locate parking facilities on the periphery of the core to intercept 
commuters and reduce vehicular traffic congestion. Link this peripheral 
parking to the trolley shuttle service. 

3. Implement a comprehensive directional signing program for major public 
and private parking facilities to aid motorists in locating and traveling to 
these facilities. "Trail Blazer" signs at all of the major entry points into 
downtown and along the major streets leading to these facilities will make 
it more convenient for motorists to access the facilities, especially if 
they are unfamiliar with them. Such a program has a low capital cost 
compared to the benefits that can be derived. 
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8: IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

Set Up A Downtown Development Association 

The organization's function will be to provide a consistent management focus 
and technical resource for funding and policy decisions relative to development 
and growth of Downtown Lubbock. More specifically, this function includes 
advocacy for downtown and the Overton District and the ability to serve as a 
convener, facilitator, and catalyst for redevelopment. The structure of this 
organization is described below: 

1. Policy Committee - This committee should function similar to a 
corporate Board of Directors, with a membership of 10 - 15 persons. 
Meeting at least four times annually the purpose of this group is to 
provide community-wide input and policy oversight into downtown 
planning decisions. Its primary function is to provide direction and 
monitor the achievements of the organization. The Chairman of the 
Board should be a top business leader committed to Intown Lubbock. 
Individuals represented on this committee should include major public and 
private "stakeholders" such as: 

" Mayor 
" Chairman of the Board of City Development 
** City Manager 
" President Texas Tech University 
" Top Business Leaders (C.E.O. or designee) selected from downtown 

businesses. 

2. Executive Committee - The Executive Committee should be comprised of 
five people to be selected from the Policy Committee. The Executive 
Committee should meet monthly with the director of the organization. 
Vested in the Executive Committee is the primary authority for the 
operations of the organization. Therefore, its main function would be to 
set and monitor the working agenda for the organization. 

3. Public/Private Downtown Development Corporation - This element of the 
organization is the primary implementation entity. With an agenda 
overseen by the Policy Committee and monitored by the Executive 
Committee, the Downtown Development Corporation provides the 
technical and staff resources to manage downtown development and 
development decisions, and acts very much like the staff of a private 
development team. Further, this entity is responsible for downtown 
marketing and promotions, and should raise and spend tax deductible 
charitable contributions for the benefit and improvement of downtown. 

4. Downtown Project Manager - Staff for this arm of the organization should 
include a Project Manager for Development as well as a Project Manager 
for Marketing and Promotions, both serving under the direction of the 
President of the Organization. 
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Duties of this central management organization include the following: 

1. Advise the City Staff/City Council on funding decisions in the Intown area, 
and recommending priority of capital improvements required for 
development including parking, transportation, and streetscape 
improvements. 

2. Assist the City Staff/City Council in the preparation of RFP's for specific 
projects, assist in the selection of preferred development entities, and the 
structuring of public/private partnerships. 

3. Monitor Intown land use plans for development and redevelopment and 
recommend land acquisition/assembly strategies, including technical 
review of costs and phasing. 

4. Coordination of promotions and fund raising events. 

5. Provide technical review of zoning or other land use/development requests. 

6. Manage maintenance, security, and parking systems. 

Funding for this organization should come from public and private sources. 
Public funding could be generated through an appropriation from the city, the 
Urban Renewal Agency, or Hotel/Motel Tax. Private funding could be derived 
though a membership or dues structure such as the already established dues 
structure for the Chamber of Commerce. However, we recommend that the 
commercial property owners in the downtown should be given an additional 
assessment to directly fund this organization. 

Development Guidelines 

The city and the DDA, working with the private sector and operating within 
guidelines and controls derived from the plan, will provide the primary impetus 
for implementing the Downtown Redevelopment Plan. The city planning 
department and the DDA should jointly review existing land use regulations on 
zoning districts, density and lot coverage, building height, building setbacks and 
parking requirements as they relate to downtown and modify them as necessary. 

The following items are recommended as necessary development controls: 

1. Plan Approval - The Downtown Lubbock Redevelopment Plan should be 
approved by the city council to serve as a public statement of policy 
guiding growth and development. 
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All downtown development, regardless of size, should be subject to site 
plan and urban design reviews. This process should involve both the city 
planning department and DDA, whose staff would review and assist a 
developer prior to submission of final plans to the city plan commission. 

Zoning Ordinance Revisions - Zoning serves as the principle regulatory 
system of public development control governing future development. The 
Plan provides the basis for revising present downtown zoning. Zoning 
revisions should be carefully designed to represent both the public interest 
as well as provide flexibility and incentives for private development. 
Guidelines proposed for revising the zoning ordinance should recognize four 
distinct downtown areas, the Downtown Core, The Civic Center, Overton 
North, and Overton South, in regards to their different land use character 
and function. 

Reduce Development Costs 

Before new development can occur, the difficulty of developing in the Intown 
area must be addressed. Fragmented ownership characterizes both downtown 
and Overton. In Overton, a private sector effort is underway to encourage 
financial institutions to donate the real estate they have taken back as a result 
of defaulted loans. The Lubbock Redevelopment Group has asked that the real 
estate be donated to it. If this effort is successful in consolidating blocks of land 
into a single ownership, it will make redevelopment much easier. The City of 
Lubbock can encourage this process through active enforcement of the building 
code, which should encourage those owners to donate those properties which they 
do not want to maintain. Other incentives could be offered to the financial 
institutions, such as a reduction in taxes, or the promise of a profitable loan or 
account in exchange for the donation. 

A similar effort could be undertaken in downtown for foreclosed sites; the city 
or a non-profit redevelopment agency should actively seek to acquire these 
foreclosed properties, or properties which are delinquent in paying their taxes. 
The trading of sites is another method of assembling blocks large enough to 
support development. Consideration should be given to using those sites which 
are already under public ownership for the development of uses which generate 
tax revenue. Public-private partnerships are a common vehicle to revitalize an 
area. However, they require a high degree of trust between all the parties 
involved in the effort. 
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The downtown still must work under the burden of land prices that are higher 
than those in the outlying areas. In addition to acquiring land through public or 
non-profit entities, the City of Lubbock has at its disposal other tools, such as 
bonds, loans, construction of parking structures, and infrastructure 
development. All these tools must be explored if new downtown development is 
to become visible. 

Tactics For Revitalizing Downtown Retail 

The following is a checklist of initial activities to be undertaken by the 
city/public sector, or by the Downtown Merchants Association to implement a 
retail consolidation/improvement program for a retail district within the 
downtown core. Some of the tasks are basic organizational responsibilities to 
begin immediately, while others are longer-term and will be best undertaken 
after the public and private sectors are well organized and have adopted a clear 
revitalization strategy. 

1. Investigate incentives that would encourage reinvestment and relocation 
into the Retail District e.g., property tax incentives, technical assistance, 
and develop an inventory of financing programs which encourage 
investment and retail attraction to the target area. These could include 
small business administration funds for new business startups, low-interest 
facade improvement loans for retail storefront rehabilitation, etc. 
Continue to monitor and seek funding for participation in the "Urban Main 
Street Demonstration Program" for building facade and streetscape 
improvements. 

2. Investigate funding for a Retail Leasing Director to coordinate data 
gathering, perspective tenant contacts, and centralized leasing activity for 
available retail space in Downtown Lubbock. 

3. Compile a complete property ownership inventory of all retail/commercial 
properties within the designated Retail District. The data should be 
compiled block-by-block, parcel-by-parcel to serve as a data base for 
future leasing activities. The inventory should list ownership, occupancy, 
size of spaces by floor, special amenities (such as service elevators, 
basement storage, separate rest rooms, etc.), and lease or sale terms. 

4. Conduct a parking survey and inventory, to include the number of on-street 
and off-street parking spaces near the Retail District. The parking survey 
should identify characteristics (shoppers, office workers, visitors) of 
downtown parking patrons, hours of use, and preferences and opinions 
regarding downtown parking in Lubbock. 

5. Develop a questionnaire for current customers, to analyze specific patron 
profile. 
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6. Establish a design assistance program, which should be made available to 
property owners free-of-charge. The design assistance program should be 
targeted toward those property owners most likely to carry out 
rehabilitation projects early in the program, and should be linked to 
low-interest facade improvement incentive funds. 

7. Sponsor a business assistance workshop for the existing downtown retailers 
and retail prospects from other parts of Lubbock. The workshop could be 
conducted by faculty from Texas Tech University. 

8. Contact or visit other cities in the region to investigate public sector 
assistance models (financing, technical assistance, innovative planning and 
zoning techniques, central management, marketing strategies, etc.). 

9. Create a "Summary Sheet", describing the profile for downtown retailers 
and leasing prospects and establish a retail recruitment team including one 
to two retailers from the Downtown Merchants Group, a banker, a 
realtor/developer, and a representative of the public sector. This team 
should visit specialty retailers within Lubbock and surrounding cities to 
present the recruitment package and build interest in revitalizing the 
Retail District. This task is time consuming and may only generate one 
lead out of ten contacts. However, the process will offer other benefits, 
not only resulting in genuine leasing prospects, but also in building unity 
among downtown merchants. 

10. Concentrate improvements in a Phase I target area of no more than two to 
three blocks. Using the property ownership inventory and other data, work 
to cluster stores, restaurants, entertainment facilities and other 
attractions within this area before moving on to other blocks; this will 
build an identity and create critical mass. Create a 
restaurant/entertainment cluster to draw evening traffic and serve as a 
city-wide destination. As few as five to six quality dining/entertainment 
facilities clustered together along Broadway or around Trolley Square could 
be viewed in the Lubbock market as the core of a dining district. 

11. Ask merchants to contact their vendors/suppliers about potential tenants 
looking to expand from other markets, or effective store managers who 
wish to set up their own retail businesses and would consider Lubbock as a 
location. 

12. Focus on an image-building campaign including a retail district logo, a 
program of special marketing and entertainment events, joint advertising 
and store hours, and targeted retail recruitment strategies. Concentrate 
on quality before quantity in all efforts, e.g., if the budget allows two 
really spectacular downtown promotions per year or five average ones, it is 
better to conduct two successful memorable events rather than more 
mediocre ones. 
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Set Up A Parking Operations Grovq) 

The responsibilities associated with the components of parking operations are 
dispersed among several city functions and private interests. It is recommended 
that these are consolidated into a single activity by establishing a Parking 
Operations Group within the recommended Central Management Organization 
for downtown. In order to provide a single focal point for citizen and city input, 
this approach is recommended over the establishment of a parking authority 
which can create an additional bureaucracy. This group would be given 
responsibilities for enforcement, setting standards and restrictions, installation 
of parking meters, and regulation of private and public lot operations. 

Parking requirements for commercial development within the downtown core 
area should be revised to set standards for a maximum number of spaces for 
office, retail and other commercial land uses to avoid the constant erosion of 
more urban fabric for surface parking lots. At the same time, liberalized credits 
should be allowed for using adjacent public parking facilities (within 3 city 
blocks). Developers should also be given the option of contributing money 
towards additional public parking facilities in lieu of providing their own on-site 
or off-site parking facilities. These proposed requirements would apply only to 
commercial developments within these areas, where the desired character and 
function can best be served by an organized public parking system. 

The following standards are recommended: 

Office uses; 3 spaces per 1000 GSF. 
General retail uses; 3 spaces per 1000 GSF. 
Restaurant,cafes; 5 spaces per 1000 GSF. 
Dwelling units; 1 per bedroom 
Hotels; 1 per guestroom 

All developers should be required to submit a Parking Plan, including proposed 
landscaping and screening, as part of their Site Plan Review submittal. 

Set Up A Police Store Front Operation 

The police storefront has two primary responsibilities to the neighborhood — 
crime prevention functions through education and officer presence, and 
community service functions through the distribution of city services 
information . Established police patrols still answer calls in the area and patrol 
the neighborhoods — the storefront officers can provide backup or can answer 
calls that come directly to their office. 
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The first responsibility regarding crime can involve the following programs or 
services: 

1. Organizing neighborhood crime watch programs. 

2. Education programs at neighborhood schools. 

3. Classes on crime prevention techniques. 

4. Organizing a Law Enforcement Explorers Post for neighborhood kids. 

The storefront must work with any community organization or club in the area to 
establish programs or collect goods for needy families. Neighborhood volunteers 
staffing the office allows the police officers to go out into the community more 
often to answer calls or meet with residents, homeowner groups, or schools. The 
storefront operation is not a revival of the neighborhood cop on a "regular beat," 
rather it is a city presence that helps organize and inform a neighborhood while 
offering a variety of services that range from drug counseling to the distribution 
of clothes, food and furniture to needy families. 

Each storefront should be staffed by a minimum of 2 police officers, 
supplimented by a group of volunteers from the surrounding neighborhoods. 
Hours of operation for the storefront are generally from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Prerequisites for initiating a police storefront program are: 

1. Police commitment of two full-time officers for the storefront. 

2. Funding for the officers' salaries and other operational costs from the 
department's budget, outside grants, C.D.B.G. funds, etc. 

3. A donated storefront or office space for the operation, and city payment of 
all utility costs and renovation costs. This creates an immediate bond and 
support from the community with the city. 

4. Neighborhood support for the storefront in terms of 8-10 neighborhood 
volunteers to help answer the phone, man the office, and distribute 
information. Again, this symbolizes support and commitment from the 
neighborhood. 

Revise the Tax Increment District Boundaries 

Make the following revision to the existing TIF District boundaries in order to 
take advantage of the tax increments likely to be produced as a result of new 
commercial development along the 1-27 freeway frontage. This adds 
approximately 40 acres to the existing district. 
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ACTION AGENDA 

The Downtown Development Association should be in place from the start of the 
implementation phase in order to coordinate and manage many of the tactics. A 
highly visible downtown organization can also focus greater attention on early 
action projects. The following is a list of potential downtown development 
opportunities and revitalization strategies for Intown Lubbock. 

Immediate Action Projects: (In progress, or in 1989) 

PROJECT 

1. Establish the LDDA as the 
downtown development agent 

Develop strategies to retain 
Furr's Inc. headquarters 
downtown 

Redefine T.I.F- district 
boundaries 

Consolidate all government 
offices in CBD 

Create "front door" exposure 
on Broadway for Cultural 
Center 

6. Stricter code enforcement 
in Overton 

Establish non-profit land 
bank to encourage donation 
of Overton foreclosed 
properties 

Facilitate zoning that 
promotes church campus 
operations & expansions 

STRATEGY 

Combine downtown 
groups into a 
non-profit organization 
& hire executive director. 

Mayor, Council, LDDA 
meet with Furr's 
representatives. 

Propose new boundaries 
& get LDDA & UR Board 
approval. 

Mayor & LDDA meet with 
Senator Montford & 
Representative Combest. 

Planning Dept. work 
with Furr's & property 
owners to develop 
alternatives. 

Codes Administration 
increase enforcement 

LEAD 
AGENT 

City 
Council 

LDDA 

Planning 
Dept. 

LDDA 

Planning 
Dept. 

Codes 
Administration 

program. 

LDDA set up non-profit LDDA 
land bank, or Urban 
Renewal Board could 
hold land. 

Planning Dept. work with Planning 
churches & ZBA, council Dept. 
of downtown churches. 
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9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Expand South Plains College 
Vo-Tech, assist in search 
for land or building 
facilities 

Trolley square & transit 
station 

Create a Central Business 
District Zoning District 

Establish a Police 
storefront operation 
in Overton 

Work to have tax 
approval, examine 
sites or buildings 
in downtown. 

Transit Dept. seeks 
funds. Planning 
makes certain TIF 
boundaries include 
proposed site. 

City Planning work 
with LDDA. 

Police Dept. approve 
program. Work with 
Overton for funds. 

BCD& 
Planning 

Transit 

Planning 
Dept. 

Police 
Dept. 

volunteer workers & 
space. 

Early Action Demonstration Projects: ( The next three to five years) 

PROJECT 

1. Trolley Square 
w/Transit Center 

2. Downtown Parking 
Management Program 

3. Downtown 
Retail 
Consolidation 

STRATEGY 

Acquire land for 
Trolley Square Site. 
Coordinate bus 
routes with site. 
Build facility. 

Acquire or build 
garage to serve 
Fed. employees & 13th 
Street retail district. 
Develop management program 
for off-street parking. 

Acquire land for 13th 
Street continuity. 
Construct 
connection, make street 
one way west to Ave. L. 
Implement 
streetscape program 
(paving, parking. 
neckdowns, landscaping, 
portals, etc.). 
Begin retail consolidation 
program. 

FUNDING 

UMTA Funds 
CDBG Funds 
TIF District 
County 

UMTA Funds 
GO Bonds 
IR Funds 

UMTA funds 
GO Bonds 
TIF District 
Funds 
Public Works 
Special 
Assessment 
District 

LEAD 
AGENT 

Transit 
Dept. 
LDDA 

LDDA 
Transit 

LDDA 
Traffic 
Dept. 
Planning 
Dept. 
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4. Broadway 
Reinforcement 
Programs 

Continue brick paving 
program. 
Repair curbs, gutters 
& sidewalks. 
Continue historic 
street lighting program. 
Establish coordinated 
landscape design program. 
Organize Broadway 
Merchants Association. 
Create Broadway "front 
door" for Cultural Center. 
Extend streetscape program 
on other downtown linkages. 

CDBG Funds LDDA 
GO Bonds Planning 
TIF District Dept. 
Funds Merchants 
Public Works Association 
Funds 

Create an 1-27 
Gateway 

Establish Downtown 
Day Care Centers 

Promote Overton 
Housing Programs 

Work with Fed. Govt. 
or State Highway Dept. 
to acquire necessary 
land for portal. 
Design/build entry 
portal in conjunction 
with 1-27 Freeway 
off-ramp construction. 

Work with existing and 
potential day care 
providers to expand 
facilities for children 
of downtown workers. 

Encourage rehabilitation 
of existing housing and 
construction of new 
units. 

Fed. Highway 
Funds 
State Hgwy. 
Funds 
GO Bonds 
Public Works 
Funds 

Churches 
grants 

Rehab grants 
Private 
funds 

LDDA 
Traffic 
Dept. 
SDHPT 

Churches 
LDDA 

LDDA 
Overton 
Neighborhood 
Associations 
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Mid-Range Develcyments: ( The next five to ten years) 

1. 

PROJECT 

Overton Neigh
borhood Park 

STRATEGY 

Passage of bond program 
to acquire land. 
Design/build 
park system. 

FUNDING 
LEAD 
AGENT 

GO Bonds Planning 
Public Works Dept. 
Funds 
CDBG funds 
TIF District 
Funds 

2. Campus Town 

Lubbock Center: 
Mixed-Use Center 

Multi-Use Arena: 
The Hub 

Intown Elderly 

Establish parking 
management system. 
Promote retail 
clustering and create 
special sign district. 
Extend Broadway street
scape improvements. 

Assist land assembly. 
Implement public 
improvements (utilities 
roads, etc.) and establish 
incentives for hotel 
development. 

Bond program to acquire 
land. 
Land assembly and build 
facility. 

City supfKjrt for housing 
in Pioneer Hotel or 
vacant Civic Center Inn. 

CDBG Funds LDDA 
TIF District Planning 
Funds Dept. 
Private 
Funds 

Go Bonds LDDA 
UDAG Grant Planning 
TIF District Dept. 
Funds Public 
IR Bonds works 

Dept. 

GO Bonds 
IR Bonds 
Private 
Funds 

LHA Funds 

LDDA 
City 
Manager's 
office 
Planning 
Dept. 

Planning 
Dept. 
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Long Range Development: (ten years and beyond) 

PROJECT 

East/West Freeway 

2. Multi-Use Arena: 
The Hub 

Downtown Housing 
Program 

STRATEGY 

Coordinate interchange 
with 1-27 Access ramps 
to Downtown Arena. 
Directional Signage 
for downtown. 

Bond program to acquire 
land and finance facility. 
Land Assembly and build 
facility. 

Land assembly. Implement 
public improvements. 
Establish incentives for 
Intown housing 

FUNDING 
LEAD 
AGENT 

State Hwy. LDDA 
Fimds Traffic 
GO Bonds Dept. 
Public Works SDHPT 
Funds 

GO Bonds 
IR Bonds 
Private 
funds 

GO Bonds 
Public Works 
funds 
TIF District 
funds 

LDDA 
City 
Manager's 
office 
Planning 
Dept. 

LDDA 
Planning 
Dept. 
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10: URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES 

The primary focus of the urban design guidelines is on the appearance of 
buildings, the quality of public open space, parking, landscaping and the overall 
appearance of Intown. There are several more universal urban design aspects of 
downtown revitalization that are discussed including the following: 

Forms of Revitalization 

Downtown Lubbock is a rich mixture of new and old buildings, consequently, 
downtown revitalization efforts will consist of a mixture of new development, 
redesign and rehabilitation, and it is important to understand the special nature 
and constraints of each type of development. 

1. New Design - If new construction is to be undertaken, the design solutions 
must be sensitive to the surrounding environment. An effort should be 
made to create buildings that complement the scale and design idioms of 
the surrounding buildings. 

2. Redesign - There are also many other older buildings located downtown 
that still have many years of useful life that are not necessarily 
architecturally or historically significant. Redesign is the recommended 
technique for buildings that now retain little of their original architectural 
character. Redesign is also necessary for a building of unattractive design 
or for one whose intended use is totally different from its original use. 
Redesign should also be sensitive to neighboring buildings and to the 
element of scale, design idiom, texture, color and materials. 

3. Restoration - This technique is usually reserved for buildings of rare 
historical or architectural significance. An accurate well-crafted 
restoration requires a great deal of research, time, and money, and means 
literally restoring a building to its original condition and appearance. 

4. Rehabilitation and Adaptive Use - Rehabilitation is the process of 
returning a building to a state of usefulness through repair or alteration, 
making as efficient a contemporary use as possible while retaining the 
historic spirit of the building. Rehabilitation may entail the introduction 
of elements that are non-historical but that are well-designed in 
themselves and relate well to older parts of the building. The key is that 
the original form of the remodeled building is still apparent although 
modified. 
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Development Standards Within The Downtown Core 

This area is served by a framework of existing city streets bounded by 4th Street 
to the north, 1-27 to the east, 19th Street to the south, and Avenue Q to the 
west. This is essentially the heart of the city, and street level activity and 
pedestrian linkages are to be encouraged. Items that create gaps in the 
continuity of the street wall must be avoided, particularly along the major 
pedestrian streets. The following general urban design guideline are proposed: 

1. Lot Coverage - New construction must be allowed to have 100% lot 
coverage not only to provide an incentive for development, but also to 
fill each block as much as possible and to maintain the continuity of 
each street. 

2. Building Heights - within the downtown core area building heights 
should be unlimited, again to provide incentives for development, and 
also to create an interesting skyline effect for downtown within its 
regional setting (within the areas framing the downtown core area, 
including the Civic Center, a lower maximum height of, say 150', should 
be set to create a lower building foreground for the downtown core 
area). 

To add visual interest and variety, vertical architectural extensions 
such as parapets, spires, gables, sloped roofs and towers are encouraged 
in the design of all new and rehabilitated construction. These 
architectural elements should be allowed to extend above the building 
height limits. 

3. Standards For New Mixed-Use Developments - New mixed-use 
developments should be compatible in scale and character with the 
existing downtown buildings. They should be designed to recognize that 
the proposed building complex will be seen as part of the urban fabric 
of the downtown and that a typical suburban development surrounded by 
a sea of asphalt and cars would be inappropriate. 

At street level buildings should provide protection from ice, 
accumulated snow, rain, and wind, and also plan to take advantage of 
good weather. The building layouts should provide areas of significant 
or continuous protection on at least one sidewalk and to and from major 
parking areas through the use of arcades, awnings, canopies or 
glass-covered walkways. 

Open-air seating in cafe and restaurants should be designed to 
withstand year round weather. Arcades, canopies, and awnings 
(permanent or retractable) provide shade, define an outdoor area as a 
special place, and add color and life to buildings. The ground area 
covered by an awning or canopy can be paved in tile or brick or 
bordered by landscape planters to further define the area. 
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Design Idiom 

The many architectural styles found in Downtown Lubbock reflect the growth of 
the town and the vitality of its distinct subdistricts. New infill buildings and 
less-than-historic buildings should be evaluated in terms of how well they relate 
to their surrounding context as well as in terms of their individual design. Each 
building should be judged on its own qualities, not by its age. 

1. Buildings in the downtown core and along the Broadway corridor should 
be designed with an expressed base, shaft and an accentuated top and 
with well defined building entrances. What you see close up at the base 
of buildings (the street-level storefronts, doorways, canopies and 
arcades) and what you see from a distance (the skyline profile) are the 
most critical design features that should be controlled. The selection 
of the color and material of the building elements in between are 
important but the design detail of these elements is less so. 

2. Window openings on facades fronting a public streets should not be 
greater than 70% nor less than 30% of the facade area, in order to 
avoid glass box buildings and blank facade walls. Glass curtain walls, 
spandrel glass, or mirrored glass should be discouraged as facade 
cladding systems. They tend to generate ethereal buildings that have 
no apparent scale, solidity, or fixed position in the urban fabric. 

3. A variety in window proportions is encouraged to avoid horizontal or 
vertical banding. Avoid the use of strongly "banded" or "layered" design 
vernaculars employing highly contrasting colors. This has the effect of 
changing the apparent scale of the building, creating an optical illusion 
that makes the building jump out of its setting. It can result in a 
disjointed appearance in the line of buildings on a single street or city 
block. 

4. The solid to void relationships in existing building facade openings in 
historic structures should be preserved and remain unaltered wherever 
F>ossible. When new window or door openings are introduced in existing 
facades for functional reasons, they should compliment the existing 
facade grid and proportion pattern. 
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Exterior Appearance of Buildings 

Facade colors and materials can provide visual consistency and unity within 
downtown and its subareas. The number of materials employed on the exterior 
of new buildings should be kept to a minimum. Limiting the number of materials 
allows visual simplicity and harmony to be achieved without setting up complex 
individual material requirements or restrictions. 

1. The general requirement for the selection of suitable exterior building 
materials is that they work well together visually, and are compatible 
with the existing adjacent buildings in the same block or street. 

2. No more than two basic exterior building materials, in addition to glass, 
should be used on separate building blocks. Ideally, one of the materials 
must have the dominant role. 

3. The following exterior cladding materials should be prohibited: 

** Imitation stone (but not precast stone) 
** Aluminum siding 
" Raw aluminum 
" Galvanized steel 
° Wood siding 

4. Color is an integral element of the total building design and will, if 
carefully considered, add to the distinctive unity and identity of a 
project. The preferred dominant colors: 

° Light, medium or dark warm greys or sand tones (matching some 
of the native sandstone colors) 

* Tinted glass - solar bronze, solar grey. 

° Avoid using blacks and stark whites for exterior cladding, and 
tinted or reflective glass in pinks and golds. The dominant color 
range should relate in tone value to other dominant colors in the 
block or street. 

5. The dominant colors of building facades are also enhanced through the 
use of accent colors for the trim and detailing of facades. Accent 
colors should not be restricted, however, garish or fluorescent colors 
should be avoided. They can be applied to trim, fascia boards, door or 
window panels, awnings, and miscellaneous metals, and can be chosen 
with flexibility to create building or tenant identity, or to draw 
attention to certain architectural details. 
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Building Setbacks 

While there is no ideal building setback which is appropriate for the entire 
downtown area or an entire street length, a uniform and well defined street wall 
is a desirable condition in the downtown core in order to define the street and 
create comfortable pedestrian spaces. The setbacks can vary from street 
segment to street segment, depending on the width and cross section of the 
street. However, the existing street space and grid pattern should be respected. 
The following setback standards are recommended: 

1. The position of the front facade of buildings fronting on the major 
streets is critical to the spatial quality and scale of downtown's 
development pattern. Because the exact size and shape of new infill 
development is unknown, a "mandatory facade line" should be 
established along all major streets with high volumes of pedestrian 
traffic. Such a line is not to be confused with the traditional front 
building setback, which indicates the minimum distance that a building 
must be set back from the street, permitting a greater setback if 
desired. The "mandatory facade line" requires the building facade, or 
parts thereof, in all cases, be located on this line. 

2. Modern high rise office towers have windows on all four sides. This 
means that they very rarely occupy an entire city block. Therefore, a 
design that allows a lower base podium which "spreads" the building 
over a greater area of the site at street level should be encouraged to 
provide a street wall for the first two or three stories. This stepback, 
or jxxlium, helps to mitigate the canyon like effect along streetwalls 
made up of tall buildings. Therefore in order to provide a unifying 
building height along primary and secondary streets, a building podium 
of consistently applied height throughout a given street segment is 
encouraged (50' is a typical height with a minimum stepback of 20'). 

3. Recognize that corner buildings at the intersections of the major 
streets are vitally important to the image of the downtown. Special 
attention should be given to the building forms permitted on corners. 
Avoid the erosion of the street corner with building site plans that set 
the building footprint too far back. However, a deeper setback at 
certain major street intersections (Avenue Q and Broadway for 
example) may be used to create a special sense of importance to these 
locations within the downtown fabric. 
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Existing Building Facades Within the Retail District 

Along Broadway, Avenue J, and 13th Street, the existing building facades play an 
important role in shaping the overall character of the retail district. While the 
interiors of these structures may or may not be preserved, building facades 
should be preserved and integrated into new development where possible. 

Some design suggestions for accomplishing this are as follows: 

1. Remove false fronts or screens pasted on storefronts and signs that 
cover upper facades; 

2. Remove solid panels that cover original windows; 

3. Remove fixed storefront canopies which visually isolate upper facades 
and replace with operable awnings or transparent canopies; 

4. Eliminate newer, large, hanging signs that have no historical character 
or significance. 

5. Encourage storeowners and proprietors to relate improvements of their 
storefronts to the streetscape and to pedestrian activity. Storefronts 
should form a continuous "display case" of street merchandise, and be 
designed to fit inside the original window opening, be as transparent as 
possible to let in a maximum of natural light, and to allow the activity 
inside to be obvious to the passerby in the daytime as well as at night. 
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Street Wall Continuity flnfill Development) Within the Downtown Core 

A pedestrian scale environment that is comfortable, user friendly, compact and 
secure is desirable for the downtown core. To achieve this, continuous street 
walls are encouraged along the primary pedestrian corridors. Continuous street 
walls enhance the pedestrian space by creating a sense of enclosure, defining 
sight lines, and providing the opportunity for retail and commercial activities to 
front directly onto the sidewalk. Because street wall continuity is so important 
to the form and activity of the downtown core, the following guidelines are 
recommended for new construction, additions or infill buildings: 

1, Recognize and reinforce the character and sense of place of key 
intersections and nodes along all the primary and secondary streets 
within the downtown core area by infilling development or 
redevelopment of certain parcels with appropriate activities and uses. 

2, Infill construction is of two basic types: Buildings which fit between 
the party walls of adjacent buildings, and freestanding buildings that 
occupy an entire city block that help to fill gaps and define space in the 
streetscape. The design of new infill buildings should not pretend to 
mimic older historic facades, and should respond to their surroundings 
and strike a proper balance between the existing architecture and good 
contemporary design. 

3, General ideas that should govern the visual relationship between an 
infill building and its neighbors are: height, width, proportion, scale, 
setback/relationship to the street, roof forms, rhythm, propKjrtion of 
openings, materials and textures, color, and architectural detail. 

4* All lots fronting on primary or secondary streets within the core should 
have a continuous front facade equal to at least 80% of the lot width. 
This percentage can be reduced for minor and tertiary streets, and for 
the areas that frame the core. The use of facade extensions into the 
overall building design, integrated arches or walls across vehicular 
driveways and pedestrian accessways may be utilized to achieve this. 
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Night Time Appearance of Buildings and Structures 

A downtown lighting system should be developed to give a clear hierarchical 
direction to the motorist as well as to the pedestrian, distinguishing areas where 
pedestrians have clear right of way over vehicular traffic. 

1. A limited range of lighting fixtures and hardware should be used. 

2. Other types of special lighting should be used in certain areas of the 
downtown especially to accent landmark buildings, architectural 
features, sculpture and landscaping. Augmenting normal lighting with 
such lighting techniques will give downtown the sparkle and glow it 
needs to be a pleasant nighttime place. 

3. Lighting should reveal the edges, cornices, roof forms and other 
architectural features of all significant downtown buildings, and all 
buildings along major street corridors. 

4. Individual buildings may be illuminated at night through the use of neon 
or argon tubing on the building form, as well as uplights or spotlights. 

5. Beacons, sfHDtlights, laser lights or other forms of illumination may be 
used to identify entry portals to downtown. 
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Creating Pedestrian Friendly Street Space 

Improving the amenity of the pedestrian spaces within the downtown core should 
be pursued even at the expense of improved traffic flow. The creation of 
pedestrian friendly sidewalks, plazas and public spaces must have priority over 
the accommodation of the automobile. Wherever feasible the following design 
elements should be introduced: 

1. Sidewalk "neck downs" at all major street intersections. 

2. Crosswalks (either at intersections or mid-block) need to provide 
adequate width for pedestrian safety and a change in texture and color to 
identify an interface of pedestrian and automobile movement, and at 
major intersections on primary streets shall be a minimum of 15' wide and 
a minimum of 10' wide at intersections on secondary streets. 
Recommended materials that can take the wear and tear of heavy 
vehicular traffic include brick, brick pavers, concrete pavers or granite 
pavers. 

3. Within areas of downtown with high densities of pedestrian traffic (such 
as the proposed retail district along Broadway, Avenue J, and 13th Street) 
the minimum distance between buildings and the street curb should allow 
for a generous pedestrian and street landscape zone. We recommend a 
minimum 15' from face of building to back of curb. This dimension 
allows a 5' paving grid that can integrate a standard 5' tree grate neatly. 
We recommend that the "mandatory facade line" along these streets be 
set at 15' from back of curb. Along other streets within downtown a 
minimum setback of 10' is recommended, set either at the front property 
line or at a line that is 10' from back of curb, whichever is less. 

4. Arcades provide protection from the elements and contain or extend 
public space; by recessing the first-floor wall line under the front facade 
on new buildings, and in existing buildings by replacing the plane of 
windows at the first floor level with an open line of columns, an arcade 
can be created. 

5. Skybridges should be employed only in the last resort. Extensive 
skybridge systems kill and sterilize ground level activity. For a city to 
lure pedestrians off the streets is to effectively leave the street purely 
as a functional corridor for traffic circulation. Street level activity and 
retail shops are the key to a multi-use downtown. 

6. The use of special paving materials and patterns can help differentiate 
public spaces. A limited range of paving materials should be used. 
Special paving materials different in color and texture from standard 
roadways should clearly delineate major pedestrian zones and the 
narrowing or widening of sidewalks. 
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It is imp>ortant to coordinate the public and private street furniture 
components, and to strive for a degree of imiformity in styles, and the 
elimination of redundant furnishings. The use of seasonal or temporary 
features should be considered (awnings, movable chairs, umbrellas). 
Street furnishings should include but not be limited to: bus shelters, 
information kiosks, advertising and telephone booths, newspaper 
dispensers, drinking fountains, waste receptacles, bicycle racks, benches, 
planters, fire hydrants, police and fire call boxes, traffic control devices, 
mailboxes, parking meters, and lighting standards. 
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Plazas and Pocket Parks 

The downtown core can benefit from the development of "left-over spaces" -
vacant lots, space setbacks - into plazas or pocket parks. When properly 
designed and sited, plazas and pocket parks can provide shaded and colorful 
outdoor spaces for brown bagging, people watching, quiet conversations or 
relaxation. Successful plazas and pocket parks throughout the world's cities 
have incorporated many of the following elements in their design and evolution: 

1. Enclosure or enframement of the space by building facades on two or 
more of the plaza's boundaries. 

2. Articulated and active building facades that front on the space through 
the use of retail or commercial uses at grade, arcades, canopies and 
awnings. 

3. A focal point or feature element in the form of a water feature, public 
art, sculpture or monument. 

4. Permanent seating - in the form of benches, low walls, planter walls, and 
the provision of portable chairs and tables. 

5. A combination of hardscape and landscape textures within the space. 

6. The provision of shade through the use of canopy trees, trellises, canopies, 
awnings, etc. 

7. A perceived safe and secure environment through pedestrian lighting 
systems and direct visibility and access to the public eye and adjacent 
activity centers to create a self policing public environment. 

8. Public and semi-public spates should contain special works of art. 
Incentives should be developed to encourage the inclusion of art of 
sculpture as a part of public or private development, and allocate perhaps 
1% of the site development cost for this purpose (many cities have 
earmarked a percentage of project costs for art or sculptural elements). 
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Parking 

Parking is one of the largest land uses in downtown, and surface parking lots 
need to be properly located, screened and landscaped in order to minimize their 
impact on downtown fabric. The following guidelines are proposed: 

1. Wherever possible, surface parking lots shall be located behind a building 
or to the rear of the parcel. 

2. Surface parking should not be allowed in the front yard of the following 
streets within the downtown core; Broadway, J Avenue, and 13th Street. 

3. Screen parking lots that currently front on Broadway with landscaping and 
screen walls. Respect the existing building setback line of adjacent 
structures. 

4. Parking structures can contribute to the urban street wall by filling gaps 
between buildings and providing opp>ortunities for street level retail. They 
should be architecturally finished on each side visible from a public 
street, and designed to be compatible with adjacent buildings. 

5. Where pxjssible, the narrow facade of a parking structure shall be oriented 
to the street. 

6. Street level retail and other types of pedestrian activities are encouraged 
at grade level. 

7. The first level of all parking structures shall have a solid wall or spandrel 
panel 3' in height, or a dense planting of evergreen plant materials to 
screen parked cars from the public R.O.W. This standard shall apply 
wherever service retail or commercial space is not integrated into the 
parking structure. 
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Downtown Signs and Graphics 

A sign system should be developed throughout the downtown area to help 
simplify and clarify the provision of public and private information. 
Uncontrolled signs can lead to a random and competing profusion of information 
which confuse communication and cause visual blight. On the other hand, sign 
controls do not want to be so rigid that they stifle creativity and eliminate witty 
and stylish graphics from downtown. Good signs and graphics help to energize 
the environmental atmosphere of an area or district. One of the secrets to good 
graphics is in spending the money to employ proper lasting materials. The 
signage system should be established that specifies a consistent design 
framework that includes the size and number of signs permitted, to provide for 
the commercial success of merchants and tenants in downtown and to provide a 
comprehensible signage program for public parking, community facilities, and 
other community functions. The following signage and graphics standards can 
help coordinate signage and were developed based on these objectives: 

1. Each building should be allowed one projecting and one attached facade 
sign. Individual commercial tenants should be allowed one projecting or 
one attached facade sign. Projecting blade signs should be a minimum 
of 8' above grade and may be either graphic or symbolic. Attached 
facade signs may be located at the first floor level only and should not 
obscure significant architectural elements. 

2. Awnings and canopies may be used as advertising devices. Verbage 
should be limited to the awning valance. Graphics may be used on the 
sloped part of the awning but should not exceed 30% - 50% of the 
surface area. Marquee signs should be permitted to project into the 
R.O.W. with a 8' clearance. 

3. Window signs should be allowed at the first floor only and should not 
exceed 30% - 40% of the window area. 
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11: ORGANIZATIONS TO ASSIST IMPLEMENTATION 

The following organizations could possibly assist in the implementation of the 
Lubbock downtown plan strategies by focusing their programs in downtown or 
being part of a larger umbrella organization. They could also have a physical 
presence in downtown by officing in a center for nonprofit organizations. A 
listing and brief description of the organizations is presented below. 

Primary Organizations: 

Central Business District Steering Committee - Council appointed committee to 
oversee the development of a C.B.D. plan for the redevelopment of downtown 
Lubbock and adjacent areas. 21 member committee of which Martha York is 
chairman. 

(806)762-6411 

Chamber of Commerce - focus on improving quality of life in Lubbock, 
community development and planning, and attracting business to the Lubbock 
area. Located downtown, president is John Logan. Chamber organization also 
includes the Visitors and Convention Bureau. 

(806) 763-4666 

Board of City Development - funded and appointed by the City, this group is 
similar to an industrial development board in that they try to attract new 
industry and business to locate or relocate in Lubbock. Executive director 
(Laurin Prather) and a board of directors. 

(806) 744-0743 

Urban Renewal Board/Neighborhood Redevelopment Commission - Eight member 
board created after passage of urban renewal referendum in 1958. A 
quasi-independent agency, it administers the T.I.F. district and depends on 
CDBG to fund activities. Primary goal is to revitalize and stabilize low and 
moderate income neighborhoods, and the board can condemn property for public 
or private redevelopment. 

(806)762-6411 

Community Development Advisory Committee - 15 member committee that 
reviews city staff proposals for public improvements to be financed by the 
federal Community Development Program (CDBG funds). 

(806)762-6411 
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Lubbock Redevelopment Association - group of private property owners and 
businesses that promote the revitalization of Broadway and the Overton 
Neighborhood. Sponsored and participated in the development of the Overton 
Revitalization Plan in 1986. President and a board of directors. 

Downtown Lubbock Inc. - A non-profit downtown merchants/business association 
founded 30 years ago. Group has monthly lunch meetings to discuss downtown 
issues and promote retail. Open membership with annual dues, David Hester is 
president of the organization. 

(806) 763-4948 

Overton Neighborhood Groups - neighborhood associations have been established 
in North and South Overton to promote the Overton area and review zoning 
changes. South Overton is trying to organize a historic district, and both 
associations participated in the development of the Peng Plan. 

Other Interested Organizations: 

Lubbock Cultural Affairs Council - nonprofit organization that promotes, 
sponsors, directs and develops cultural activities in Lubbock through a number of 
programs and projects. Among these are grants programs administered twice 
yearly from local motel/hotel tax monies; outdoor concerts and public art 
projects; and the annual Lubbock Arts Festival. Executive director and 10 
member board. 

(806)763-4666 

South Plains Association of Governments - regional planning and program 
agency, funded by state and responsible for a 15 county region. 19 employees 
located in Lubbock, responsible for census data assembly, program planning, 
grant applications and small business development. 

(806) 762-8721 

Civic Lubbock. Inc./Civic Center Board - 14 member board appointed by the 
City Council and Mayor. Responsible for the promotion and presentation of 
educational and cultural programs, attractions and entertainment in Lubbock. 

(806)762-6411 
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Texas Tech: Division of Continuing Education - courses taught on or off campus 
for adult education, professional and personal development, business and legal 
programs, and special interest community education. 

(806) 742-2352 

Community Planning Council - community organization for the orderly 
development of essential health, welfare, recreation, and community services in 
conjunction with other agencies. Executive director and open membership. 

(806)747-2711 

Citibus - private bus service that provides a system of regular fixed route public 
transportation for the City of Lubbock. Also provides on campus transit service 
for Texas Tech, and lower fares for elderly and handicapped individuals. General 
Manager - John Wilson. Citibus is overseen by the Lubbock Public Transit 
Advisory Board. 

(806)762-6411 

Lubbock Art Association - sponsors competitive art showcases for local and area 
artists, as well as demonstrations, workshops and classes by nationally known 
artists. 

(806)762-6411 

American Institute of Architects - organization of registered and licensed 
architects that promotes quality of life in Lubbock through education, seminars, 
monitoring of building codes and construction methods. 

(806) 747-3517 
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